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U. releases 4 weekend crime reports
By Ben Schart
STAFF WHITER

Four crime alerts are being
posted across the University to
make students aware of several
weekend crimes. This weekend's
crimes include aggravated arson,
motor vehicle theft, aggravated
assault and sexual assault.
On Friday, a University student
reported she was sexually
assaulted in Kreischer Ashley by a
male acquaintance. The suspect
has been identified as a student
from another university, and a

date rape drug may have played a
part in the assault.
To prevent acquaintance rape,
the University Department of
Public Safety recommends limiting the use of alcohol on a date,
becoming involved in making
decisions about where to go and
what to do, and being assertive
and cautious in all relationships.
Public Safety also advises
never to accept a drink from a
stranger or leave a drink unattended and to immediately tell a
friend if you start to feel sick or

dizzy.
On Saturday afternoon, a 1988
Chevrolet Celebrity was reported
stolen from Stadium Lot 6. It has
since been recovered in Toledo
and is being processed and
investigated by Toledo police.
University Police recommend
parking your vehicle in well lit
areas and checking it often to
guard against theft. Any suspicious parking lot activity should
be immediately reported to
University Police at 372-2346.
Campus police are particularly

concerned with the act of aggravated arson in MacDonald
North. AT 3:20 am. Sunday, lire
alarms were pulled in Mac North
and East and the buildings were
evacuated.
Residents waited outside and
in neighboring buildings until
fire fighters secured the buildings
approximately one hour later.
The fire, deliberately set in the
Mac North recycling room, was
contained and extinguished with
no reported injuries or damage.
Many residents expressed frus-

tration with the repeated number
of false alarms.
"When someone pulls an
alarm falsely, people lose confidence in the alarms," Sgt. Richard
Gullufsen of the University police
said.
"It's unconscionable, endangering people's lives like this,"
Gullufsen said. "Fire alarms are
there for people's protection, and
every fire alarm should be taken
seriously."
At 4:30 am. Sunday, a student
reported
being
physically

assaulted while walking alone
through campus. The assault
occurred on-campus in the vicinity of the front lawn of University
Hall.
There is no description available of the suspects, who
knocked the victim to the ground
and kicked him in the head and
chest. The victim was able to flee
and he reported no serious
injuries.
University Police recommend
CRIME. PAGE 2

Trick-or-treaters
restricted in halls
Stelanie Soemore

main focus.
"Our focus is on the communiLocal trick-or-treaters will be ty and on the children," he said.
visiting the residence halls "For the University students it
tonight, but the process will be might be more enjoyable to have
the kids go door to door, but for
different than in years past.
Mike Ginsburg, interim assis- the kids the lobby is the best
tant director for educational ini- idea."
Katie Nuttall. sophomore, early
tiatives, in conjunction with the
RA's council, decided this year to childhood education major
change the process of trick-or- agrees.
"I think this is the best thing for
treaters visiting campus.
In the past, groups of kids have the kids," Nuttall said.
Nuttall handed out candy last
visited the residence halls and
Greek houses, going floor to floor year and enjoyed having the
receiving candy from individual trick-or-treaters come door to
door.
rooms.
"I loved it last
This year the
"I would like to
year, but I do not
group of trickhave
[the
kids]
think children
or-treaters will
visit the resi- come door-to-door should be seeing
beer posters and
dence hall lobagain, but we
other things like
bies versus the
door to door
should keep them that, which are
very visible in
style used in the
in the lobby."
the residence
past.
halls." she said.
This decision
"I would like to
KATIE NUTTALU SOPHOMORE
was based on
have them come
concerns voiced
door to door
by parents and
again, but if we are looking out for
students.
"Last year we received some their best interest, we should
complaints from students that keep them in the lobby."
Blair Thompson, sophomore
decided not to participate in the
trick-or-treating. It was a problem psychology major, also agrees
having children running around with the University's decision.
"For people who do not particthe residence halls when students are trying to go about their ipate, having little kids running
everyday lives," Ginsburg said. around everywhere is a nui"Also parents were worried about sance," Thompson said. "It's hard
what the kids were being exposed to study or shower when little
to while being on the floors. kids in costumes are running
College residence hall flcors are down your hall."
not the place for a young child to
The trick-or-treating will go
from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. tonight.
be."
Ginsburg said by using the lob- Trick-or-treaters will be visiting
bies the entire process will be a lot the residence halls, Greek houses
and the olf-campus student cenmore organized.
"We are never as organized as ter.
Ginsburg said this change has
we want to be just because of the
all the kids and parents involved, not affected student involvebut with this new idea I think ment
"All of the dorms are participatthings will go a lot smoother," he
said. "It will be a quicker process ing in decorating the lobbies, so
we do not expect less students to
with less concerns."
According to Ginsburg the be involved." he said.
community is the University's
MANAGING EDITOR
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Dance Marathon kicks
off 150 day countdown
By Craig Gilford
CAMPUS C 01 TOR

March 24, 2001 is 150 days
away. Why is this such a big
deal? Because March 24 is the
date of Dance Marathon, and
today marks the 150 day countdown event.
Dance Marathon, one of the
University's biggest events and
the nation's third largest student-run philanthropy, raises
money for Mercy Children's
Hospital.

The event involves thousands
of students from over 50 organizations dancing for 32 straight
hours at the Student Recreation
Center. Each organization is
responsible for raising money to
go to a child that it sponsors.
Today, there will be an information table in front of the
Education Building from 10 am.
to 3 p.m. where students can
find out more about Dance
Marathon.
Students can also order this

year's video, buy baked goods
and bursar their donations.
There will also be balloons and
bubbles enlivining the festivities.
Shannon Riday, who is in
charge of special promotions for
the event, is heading the group
that has been working on the
countdown event since the
begii ining of October.
According to Riday, everything is all set and ready to go for
the day's events.
"We are doing really well.

There are lots of people coming
a banner, and at 1:50 we will be
doing the line dance from last
year," Riday said.
Even
though
Dance
Marathon will not take place for
another five months, members
on the committee in charge of
the event say that it is never too
early to get ready for it
"I have been planning for this
MARATHON. PAGE 2

Holiday hiring fair Professors debate political scene
offers students jobs
By AmyloL Brown

STAFF WRITER

By Craig Gilford
CAMPUS EDITOR

The holidays bring about
good cheer, spending time with
family, watching football games
and for some college students,
the chance to earn a few extra
dollars.
Companies in Bowling Green
are currently hiring in preparation for the holiday season and
are spreading the word in 300
Saddlemire, as part of career
services' Holiday Hiring Open
House.
Many companies will be present at the event, which began
Monday and will go until
Thursday from 1- 5 p.m. each
day. Yesterday, UPS, Kroger,

Meijer and Kohl's were present
to promote their companies.
Big KMart, Wood County
Board
of MR/DD, Elder
Bin in.in and Fed Ex Ground
will be represented today.
Thursday will bring Fed-Ex
Ground, Marathon Special
Products and Hickory Farms.
From entry level positions at
Kroger to lead departments at
Kohl's, each company is offering
a variety of positions, with longterm possibilities.
"We are offering anything
from lead departments to overnight associates. Every departHIRINQ. PAGE 2

What happens when you put
economic professors and political science professors in a room
together and ask them to discuss
politics?
A free-for-all.

Moderators quickly lost control of a panel debate on the
presidential election yesterday.
Two members of the Economics
Club acted as intermediaries
between four professors on The
panel and a group of about 15
students.
The panel was presented by
the Economics Club in order to
make students aware of the
upcoming election and the
issues involved. Two political science professors, David lackson
and leff Peake, and two economics professors, Kevin Quinn and

Richard Douglas, were asked to
present their own ideologies
before students.
laime Ventura, president of the
Economics Club and Andrea
Hertzfeld. secretary, prepared a
list of questions for the panel.
"We choose issues that
seemed relevant and heated,"
Hertzfeld said.
Heated they became.
After the initial question on
school vouchers, the discussion
took off on its own with the professors interrupting each other
and criticizing each others' views
on the presidential candidates.
"Bush's proposal is interesting." Peake said. "The voucher
idea has been implemented in
other states with mixed results.
While the voucher is not a central

DEBATE, PAGE 2

Amylo L. Brown BG News

FREE-FOR-ALL University professors, from left to right, gathered
before an audience Tuesday night in the Business Administration
building to discuss politics: Kevin Quinn, economics, Richard
Douglas Jr., economics, Jeff Peake, political science, and David
Jackson, political science.
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U. posts reports from 4 weekend crimes
CRIME. FROM PAGE 1

using shuttle and escort services
late at night. While police do
patrol the campus all night, students should be aware that anyone can come on-campus.
Gullufsen advises students to
walk in well lit areas, be aware of

their surroundings and look for
people to keep an eye on when
walking alone late at night.
Shuttle Services can be
reached at 372-0236, Escort
Services at 372-8360 and On-Call
Van Service at 372-R1DE.
The Campus Security Crime
Act, passed by Congress in 1990,
requires every college and uni-

versity in the nation to make students aware of recent campus
crimes.
Murder, aggravated assault,
robbery, burglary, arson, motor
vehicle theft, hate crimes and
rapes must all be reported and
made known to the campus
community.
The University posts crime

alerts in residence halls, campus
buildings and on the Internet.
In 1999 four forcible rapes
were reported, along with three
aggravated assaults, one robbery, 23 burglaries, five arsons,
two motor vehicle thefts and two
hate crimes.

Dance Marathon begins countdown
MARATHON. FROM PAGE 1

year's Dance Marathon since last
year's ended,'' said Riday. "It is
never too early to get involved
with Dance Marathon. I think we
should do a 200 day countdown
and an every day countdown."
Pete Titas. director of Dance
Marathon, agrees that it is not
too early to prepare for the event.

"It is a year long event," he said.
"It is not that easy to raise the
money we need, and it actually
takes more than 150 days."
Through the kick-off event the
Dance Marathon committee
hopes to stir up interest and
excitement for the event among
students.
"This is the kick-off event to
one of the biggest events on cam pus. We want to show our excite-

ment to the rest of the student
body that isn't involved to get
them involved." Titas said.
"We want to have a lot of fun
and make it happen until the end
of March," Riday said.
According to Titas, the 150-day
countdown will be worthwhile
for the University's students to
come out and support.
"It definitely will be. People

ment gets beefed up at this time
of year," said Marianne Knitz,
Personnel/Operations manager
at Kohl's.
Many of the companies will
go so far as to offer deals to the
students once they are hired.
"We encourage them to take a
leave over the summer and have
a job when they come back,"
said Mary Wagner, Recruiting
Coordinator at Meijer.
UPS is targeting students
because they are offering a
tuition assistance program to
college students of up to $23,000
over their college life, according
to Brooke Cahle, Recruiting
Intern for UPS.
Peg Bucksky, job locator and
developer for career services,
said that this open house will be
a good thing for each of the
companies as well as the students.
"There is a real need in the
community to hire seasonal
workers and a real need for students to earn extra money, espe-

point to his education proposal,
it is the most reform-minded."
Quinn did not agree.
"Vouchers are a terrible idea,"
Quinn said. He explained that
the voucher system increases
the inequality of the distribution
of wealth, allowing the rich to
spend federal money in a way
that will continue to benefit
wealthier schools, rather than
putting the money into the public school systems.
"The worst idea is to cut taxes
and give the benefits to the
wealthy," Quinn said.
Peake, however, didn't see the
money as a significant issue.
Voucher money "is peanuts as
far as the federal budget goes,"
he said. He also said that education is a state issue and that any
major changes in the education
system would have a slim
chance of getting through congress and passed into law.
Leading easily into other
issues, the education debate
brought up questions of the
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HIRING, FROM PAGE 1

cially at this time," she said. "It is
a win-win situation for both the
students and the community."
Yesterday, the representatives
present from each of the companies agreed that the open
house will be beneficial for both
the University students and the
Bowling Green community.
"Anything of this nature that
we do is a great assest between
the city and University," said
Penny Stout, Service Director for
Kroger.
Wagner agreed saying. "It
gives both of us an oppo, tunity.
The students get to know what
businesses are in town and we
get to know them."
Bucksky came up with this
idea in the hopes of making offcampus job searches easier for
the students and hopes to make
it an annual event.
"It's something new; we wanted to try to see if we could bring
recruiters to campus. It's just
another service we've added to
give the students another variety of options," she said.

University professors debate
political issues in club meeting

AM New. All Your*. All FrM
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will be around to hand out information, lust talking about it gets
some people excited," he said.
Riday agreed, saying "the
enthusiasm spreads contageously. If you want to have a good
time, come out."
Next Thursday, November 2,
will be the first meeting for anyone interested in taking pan in
this year's Dance Marathon.

Area employers offer holiday
jobs for students at hiring fair
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OFF-CAMPUS JOBS, ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS!
REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED IN A FESTIVE ATMOSPHERE!
MEET WITH EMPLOYERS!
WHO:

BGSU stu dents seek ing
off-camp us employi nent

WHERE:

Job Local ton & Devc lopment
300 Sadc llemire

WHEN:

Monday, Oct.23-Th ursday, Oct. 26
1:00p.m. - 5:00p.m.
WEDNESDAY

THURSI DAY

BIGKMart
Wood County
Board of MR/DD
Elder Beerman
Fad Ex Ground

FedExG mind

candidates' proposed tax cuts
and surpluses.
"Forty percent of the change
from deficits to surpluses is due
to people in the high end of the
income bracket paying higher
taxes," Douglas said. "A continued surplus is probably not
going to last."
Peake said much of the reason for the large surplus today is
because money spent on
defense has been cut back
Without the Cold War to supply
a need for increased defense
spending, the nation now has
extra money.
Quinn said it is important to
remember to save such surpluses for the future.
All the professors seemed to
agree that the policies any candidate would make as president
depended on much more than
their stances now. The make up
of the house and senate would
affect which polices become
law.

CHILDREN'S BOOK AND
CANDLE SALE
OCTOBER
TH
24
AND 25TH
10 AM - 5 PM
EDUCATION
BUILDING
STEPS

Marat! on
Special Pr oducts
Hickory 1 arms

Sponsored by:
Carter Services

DO YOU
• Enjoy Helping Out Others
• Like Getting To Know All Sorts Of People
• Like Group Work, Then Become A

EDUCATOR
Applications Available At
The Wellness Connection
170 Health Center
372-WELL (9355)
■if^am
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CROSSWORD

Don't nobody
know my
troubles...

ACROSS
I Smans
SLot
10 Dance
movement
14 Gilpn ol -Frasjf"
15 Alphabetical
qu ntel
16 "Rape or me
Lock" poet
17 BoH Male orcurt
part
19 Legal dawn
X Scram'
21 Pon-Ctiostrnas
evens
22 Releases a gnp
25 Contorted
76 Star* remote
27 Thai woman
28 Org. of Giants
31 Eftrontery
38 "_ You Being
Servadr
37 Nest-egg S
38 Type of overcoat
39 " the season to
be .■

TVpe type type all day
long, just scared Moby
so I'll sing his songLa da dee la day da
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FASHION VICTIM
HEATHER
HEBAN
The Fashionista
The page 3 throne has had its ascension.
And its court possesses a new noblewoman.
Enough with the royalty crap, lets talk
fashion. From now on I will hold myself
responsible for bringing fashion, style and
fun to all of BG.
To better clarify what my exact intents are
I will proceed to give Webster's definitions
of fashion and style.
Fashion- I. the make or form of something. 2. manner, way 3. a prevailing custom,
usage, or st^le (as in dress).
Style- overall excellence, skill, or grace
in performance, manner or appearance .
Fun- Having a damn good time, doing
what you like and living your own way,
while making this dark world a little brighter
and looking good. * that one was not a
Webster's original.
Trust me. I do not define myself as the
authority of all that is fashion. In fact. I wear
sneakers entirely too much and man do I dig
my scrubs.
But. I am an Apparel Merchandising anil
Product Development major and will be
going to New York for fashion design.
Which may not mean anything to most people, except I actually have research and
books to back up my talk. That and I really
like things that look pretty!
Seriously. I want to take this page and
once a week highlight style. No matter who
you are or what you say, you have it.
Everyone docs, it is the way you express
who you really are.
Whether you totally dig wearing bell bo.toms and dirty tee-shirts or you painted this
really ctxil mural on the wall of your apartment, you are communicating your person
fashion.
I am in no way going to do this from my
own. single, view. E-mail me! What do you
want to read. Where do you shop to get those
really cool vintage duds? Why and where

did you go to pierce or tattoo your body?
And best yet. what do you want to know
about fashion and style.
College is made up of thousands of
unique and sometimes odd people. But odd
is great if you work it! I'm making it my
mission to spread a whole lot of fashionista
loving all around this campus!
Once again it's that time of year when we
can dress up any way and for a night, or in
the case of most college students- a v eekend
and have some undercover fun. I'm not talking about Drag night at Uptown. I'm talking
about Halloween.
First off, there are some past costumes
that I have seen or heard of. many of which
car. easily be constructed.
White trash- take a few white garbage
bags, wrap yourself in them and there you
have it. A politically correct costume.
The entire Scooby Doo gang- Salvation
Army will really help you renact the best
cartoon team ever. With the exception of
Scooby. which probably needs to be rented,
these costumes can be created out of any old
clothing
Mimi from the Drew Carey Show- "Big
Woman" clothes, lots of blue eyeshadow and
a large blonde wig. You dont have to be a girl
to fill Mimi's shoes, just a heavily padded
body.
The Townie- Dirty, strait brimmed racing/John Deer hat, tattered work pants, fake
nasty teeth, and don't forget the six pack.
With a little dedication, anyone can transform into a beloved permanent "local".
William Wallace- If you can find a kilt in
Northwest Ohio and want to wear it in public...you rock! And dont forget to yell
"FREEDOM!!" at random intervals.
The list could go on. but I would rather
discuss the future...
Don Johnson- Only a few guys can pull
off no socks and pastels.
I'm having a creativity block, so I
searched the web along with asking around
and I have come up with a great list of wacky
ideas. Just to boost my esteem, I added my
own suggestions and ways to achieve these
goals at the local college level. Aka, broke
with no car.
Floor of a Movie Theatre- Dress up in

all black and tease your hair. Apply candy
wrappers, chewed gum, lots of popcorn. If
you can, attach real movie theatre cups or
popcorn boxes for realism. (Try hanging out
at the Small or the Clazel with a plastic bag.
You get free stuff and they get free a cleaning)
Q-Tip- Puff up your hair and spray powder or powder it white. Wrap your body in
blue plastic wrap. Put cotton on your shoes.
Mr. Potato Head- Use brown felt to
make yourself a potato, wear white pants,
turtleneck and gloves underneath, with red
shoes. Make up some felt body parts (eyes,
lips, etc) and attach Velcro. Everyone will be
able to play with your parts and that leaves
the door way open to meeting the opposite
sex. Any of these material could be found at
Meijer, at any hour too.
Tourist- Loud clothes, camera, hat. maps
sticking out of every pocket, use your imagination. A Heather variation could be Clark
Criswald. You need the un-worn-in hat, short
sleeve plaid shirt and you must bump, break
or freak out about everything.
And though these are boring, the tried and
true costumes always come through in a
bind.
Rock Star- Torn clothes, spike hair using
lots of gel. Make jewciery with safety pins,
slip on earrings, the dog collar., lots of tight
spundex and leather. This also could turned
into Rap Star. Movie Star and probably a
popular one with the fellas. Porn Star.
Hippie- This one is my personal favorite.
I have hippie in my halloween portfolio at
least 4 times. Old clothes, sandals. Anything
tye-dyed. Sunglasses, picketing signs (good
ones are Peace, Make Love Not War, and
End the War in Vietnam). Oh and don't forget (he daisies.
Halloween is the best time of year. When
else do you get the opportunity to completely he someone or something else. It doesn't
always have to be expensive, and sometimes
it is better together with a group and make
and ensemble costume.
Six-Pack- you can each be a beer, how
cute.
Bunch of Grapes- This one I just thought
of two minutes ago. One person wears all
brown and green and (hey are the stem.
Everyone else wears all purple and
stuffs themselves with old clothes.
Plump up as best as you can and
hang around the stem all of the
time.
The Rat Pack- Old suits, ties
and hair gel are easy and cost efficient. I have no suggestions on a
glass eye.
The easiest way to come up with
a fabulous and in-qenuitive halloween costume is to sit down and
think. There are many sites on the
internet that are quite useful. The
one I used for this article was homestead.com/markycady/wacky.html.
Friends can also collaborate together to achieve some funny stuff.
Work the look and have a good
time. Have a good Halloween no
matter what. Oh and don't steal
candy.
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INCOGNITO

" 'Cause I still love to
wash in your old bathwater Love to think that you
couldn't love another
Share a
toothbrush...you're my
kind of man."

Pronounclatioi):
in-kag-'nEtO
Function: adverb or adjective
Etymology: Italian, from
Latin incognitos
Date: 1635
t: with one's identity
concealed;
about in a identity which is
not your own;
3: BG students during Friday
classes
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7 Book before
Philemon
8 Gee/er
ebb
9"Ben_"
46 Clouds' m«eu
10 Wei impact
47 AioaMct Eero
11 Work hard
51 Out finish
12 Fencer's too
54 Unguents
13 Writing loots
55 Needle case
18 Bering or Ross
56 Srtuatonal
?1 Mandkxl
60 Memorizing
KSlnkecaler?
process
23 Snaght's partner?
61 Qrade-B Western 24 Bring rto being
62 Ausien novel
25 Let's hear it
63 FbghOess fowl
27 Tends me
84 Crealrve
children
movement of ino ?8 Country
'60s
29 Decorative
65 Beams
horizontal band
on a wall
DOWN
30 Reduce
1 Appropriate
32 Mental grasp
2 For every
33 Wed
3P»nod
34 Desirable
4 Base hits
assortment
5 Lures
35 Gcfl hole «an
e AooentlabuM
42 Revel noisily
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PROBLEMS?
About to trade in your first-born
for the answer to 11 Down?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, temporarily located
on this very page.

52
53
54
56
57
58
59

46 EyeW swellings
47 -Miracio on 34th
Street" character
48 Make ends meet'
49 Prevent
50 Actor Harrison
51 Only just

Tiny particle
Ballenna's start
Cleansrg agenl
Talk baby talk
Ms Thurman
Irving or Tan
Notes of s

OHIO WEATHER
Wednesday, October 25
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures
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ANSWERS

GWEN STEFANI
ROCK STAR, BEAUTY
QUEEN AND JUST A GIRL

2: a tacade, masquerading
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Nonflcnon
Sneepette
Escort's Oder
Progress Uce The

SAY WHAT?!?

WORD OF THE DAY
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40 Walei Damage
41
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What you looking at punk?
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BROADCAST STATIONS

CD

News!

Wheel of
Jeopardyll
Fortune <f
Entertainment Hollywood
Tonight I
SauarssX
Orew Carey (W Ftasler The
Slereo) 3C
Ski Lodge" 3E
Buslntsi Rpt Newihour With Jim Lehrtr £
CBS Evening
N.W1 0

ABC World
News Tonight
NBC -

jm

©

Health Diary
(In Sleieo)
SBC World

©_
©

Simpsoni (In
Stereo) tt
Simpsons (In
Stereo) 3C

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Seinfeld The

pridri

Frtendllln
Stetso) 3t

SSrTEItr

FamJy
■mil Alt.
Atlair"
SpTrTCity
r .mi V Af.il-

IBuslness Rpt.
Fitandslln
Siereo) X
Friends (In
Siereo) X

Late Show (In
Belle
Welcome to
Movie: "CWe True i.ov»"(2000, Drama) Dav«J HasseHori Deaned
Slereo) X
■Hallo.een" I New York JC
soul males wrio're engaged 10 others meel by chance X
Nightllne (N)
Who Wants to Bee Millionaire Drew CarayJNJISpin City
IGldeon's Crossing "A Rout.ne
X
(In Stereo) X
(In Slereo) X
"Smile' (N) X Case" <N) (In Slereo) X
Law a Order "Turnstile Juslice"
Tonight Shew
Titans "Slorm, Heather" (N) (In
In Trail
TIM White
(In Slereo) X
Slereo) X
(HI (In Slereo) I
House" (Nl(ln Slereo) I
Alaska's Gold Rush Train (I
Masterpiece Theatre's American Collection Cora Unashamed" Charlie Rose ( ^Stereo) &
(In Stereo) X
An African-American woman faces Irre in rural Iowa. (N) X
Alaska's Gold Rush Train (N)
Masterpiece Theatre's American Collection Cora Unashamed"- Charlie Rose (In Stereo) X
(In Slereo) X
An African-American woman taces ate r rural Iowa. (N) X
Real TV (In
World Series Game 4 - New York Yankees or Seattle Maimis al New York Mels Shea Stadium (In
Slereo) X
Slereo Live) X
Sports-Detroit
7Deyf'miiw''(N)(lnS|silO)
News
Star Trek: Voyager
"Repression" (N)(ln Slew) K

warm

in

v n
r. n
a 3|d
d v

If you would like
to see your ad
appear here...

CABLE STATIONS
Movie: '8a6ymeRa*iMuslFair(1965)Pnson
Movie: ••• "Bame of me Btge" (1965. Advenlure) Henry Fonda RcfcenSna..
fa-is lo change a paroled criminari wayward ways
Robert Ryan Weather-beaten American GIs lace a massive German assault
Movie: •' i "Kissng a FxT(1996. Comedy) David Schwmmer.
|South Part
DSttlabots (N) IDaHyShowI IWInBen
COM
Jason Lee A womanjmg bachelor proposes a lest lor his liancee
' Spooky Fish" X
StawaMoney
On the Inside 'World Series m IBattMfleM Vietnam Revisdng the battlefields ol Vietnam w«h rare Justice Flies "Parole"
DISC
Poker" iN)
war loolage (N)
Sportscenter
World's
Wond'e
World's
IJapanese Sumo Wrestling |R| {Billiards Challenge of
ESPN
Strongest Man Strongest Man Strongest Man
Champions •• SamaaslL
Movie: 'r,«
Movie: »• "Never Seen fussed"' 1999. Comedy) Drew Barrymore. Movie: «-**'> 'llraveriearr"(i995, Drama) MelGbson. Soph* Marceau A Scolssh rebel rales his Chris Rock
NB0 A young reporter goes under cover at a hay school. 'PG-13' X
Sade.X
countrymen arjaina England. (In Slereo) R' (Adult srlualrons. graphic violence) X
m Search Of lln Search Of
_ . House: "Eastern Stale
History's Lost IHIilorylO
Roman Emperors X~
Hitler's Youth: Delusion (N) X Suez Canal The Suez Canal
HIST
I Found
provides a Ink tfi work! trade X Penrtsfrflary"
Regional
ILast Word (N)
Football Today Blue Jackets
NHL Hockey San Jose Sharks al' Columbus Blue Jackets Nalonwoe Arena (Live;
National Sports Report
FS0
Sports Report
Preoame
SUdsf* "TheExodus (In Stereo! Babylon S "The Quaky of
Movie, t. 'lord ry/«/sions "(1995. Horror) Scotl Bakula, Kevin J OConnor. Famke ITwIUght Zone Crossing Over Twilight Zone
SCIFI (Part 2 of 2) I
Mercy" (in Slereo) X
(In Slereo) X
"The Grave" X
Janssen A pnvate detective runs afoul ol diaboacal cutists. (In Stereo) X
X
Clone Age The possibility ol
Big Die Massachusetts Central Super Structures ol the World
How'd They Do That? The
Super Structures of the World Greatest Enolneerlnj Feet TLC crash of ValuJel Flighl 592.
cloning humans is near
Nuclear Sub: Seawof'
Nuclear Sub SeawoH"
The Hoover Dam
Artery-Tunnel Project
Movie: ...■*.*»-(1996ER "Ground Zero" (In Slereo) X Pretender •Silence' (In StereoT Figure Stating: Masters. Boise. Idaho. (In Slereo) X
TNT
MusrcaOMadonna.
X
Strip Poker (in lliaron "Feast
Walker. Tens Ranger
JAG "Webb of Lies" (In Slereo) Nash Bridges "Hot Prowler (in IMovIe: •• "i>iidHian»T«"(1998. Susrjense)f»colefle
USA
Stereo)
or Famrne" X
Redemption" (In Slereo) X
Slereo) X
|Shsndan. A wrilsr't unhappy wife tries lo have her husband kieed
(3 001 Movie:
Pop-Up Video List "Bi-i!
Movie: ** "The Jaclsons. An Aiwfcan 0r»em"(t»92. Biography) tjlwian»Hilton Jacobs. Angela Bassefl. Alex Burra LBasadonthesloryollfie
VH1
Jackson tarriry' rise to lame (In Stereo)
••"Thel
(In Sleieo)
Voee" (N)
AMC

(5 00) Movie: **• "The P^rw Three Stooges
rVus>«eers"(l974) Oliver Reed

Saturday Night Live Sarah
Daily Show X IWkiMn
Mcheae GelSr. Backslreel Boys
I
Stein's Money
Wild Discovery "Zebra s Won? wild Discovery An Animal's
World The African Ekrohanl"
Pete Rose Banned From
SportacenterX
Baseball (N)
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NEBRASKA COULD SPLIT ELECTORAL VOTES
LINCOLN. Neb. (AP) — Nebraska and Maine are the
only two states with laws allowing their electoral votes
to go to more than one candidate. Democrats say
Gore could win one Nebraska electoral vote even if
Bush gets the most votes statewide. Two of Nebraska's
electoral votes are awarded based on the statewide
election. The other three go to the highest vote-getter
in each of the state's three congressional districts.

OPINION

KDITOMAL

Ruggers give Bowling Green pride
Rugby grazes a major pan of

in the country because of a

the sport section today.
Why Bowling Green Rugby?

strong background and a winning tradition.

The sport is less recognized than

YOU DECIDE
What do you think about the
Bowling Green rugby team?

The scores the niggers are

Let us know what you think

football, basketball and many

beating opponents by is unheard

other revenue sports.
We feel that even though BC

at bgnews@listproc.bg-

of.

su.edu.
Rugy is scored very similar to

Rugby is a club sport, it still

football and most recently they

deserves a fair amount of coverage like any varsity sport.
Bowling Green carries a
tremendous amount of rugby

beat Ferris State 112-0. It was tlie

their freshmen team losing to

second time this season that the

another college's varsity squad.

Falcons scored more than 100

Even that lias been rare.

points.

pride.
People who know about col-

something to cheer about. The
team was featured in Sports

the best.

a school sport?
One. is to get students involved

Illustrated and on ESPN.
Now we know it would be

reputation that gives Bowling

to acquire skills like leadership

almost impossible for the BG

Green a good name. At a point in

and responsibility so it helps pre-

Rugby team to get the same

the year wlien all we can hear

pare them for the real world.
But an even greater purpose is

recognition.

about is the football team maybe

representation When a BG rug-

though, about Bowling Green

horizons and realize what is out

ger throws on the brown and

and they can definitely tell a

orange stripped polo shirt they

story.

there.
The rugby team deserves some
recognition from everyone at this
University.

The Welsh experienced first

has turned a rock into a gem.

earlier tills year when the team

something truly special.

ball team won the Mid-American

took a trip overseas and played

sport and they may not bring in

against professional nigby play-

money but they do give BG a

Bowling Green The club team is

people don't realize, though, is

Something that the city of

Conference championship both

one of the most respected teams

that these losses resulted from

Bowling Green can find as spe-

the University and the town had

Student workers: Unite!
dent assistantship? Why. we
could further ask. does the university employ students. Ixith
undergraduate and graduate,

insurance costs of $300. and a
general expenditure leeway of
$50 monthly to cover things like

Guest columnist

gifts, dates and undergraduate
binge drinking.
This brings the monthly costs

rather than more qualified pro
fessionals?
Answers nin like this: The lib
eral answer, and there is a fair

argue that the idea behind a student assistantship is to alleviate
the amount of money that that

to $1105. Of course our student

amount of validity to it, is that
interaction in a professional set-

student (and her or his family)
needs to spend on the education

after all. and mass transit is a

ting is a vital part of any education, and by allowing students of
various levels to work with and as

of said student. That by having
the University pay for the educational costs, tuition and so on. as
well as offering a stipend to the
student, there should be no outstanding debts on the part of the

professionals, their education is
furthered For their own good, in
other words. The conservative
answer is more tnithful though,

graduates with the five-year
Bachelor's degree. Is this a plausi

to make sure that students grad-

Its cheap And we don't put up a

ble scenario?
Let's assume that our student

And it would only cost an addi -

dence suggests to be true. And
that to earn this amount, said

Tliere are few fusses, and part of
it has to do with the work envi-

student works 20 hours a week
on campus, doing one thing or
another, all very prestigious (or so

ronment: Working in a library or
teaching an introductory class is
infinitely better than waiting
tables or washing dishes, even

it would seem), and generally
without physical or emotional

though the pay is far diminished.

pain. Now, the costs that this stu -

But to cover the potential debt
that a student will arcnre
throughout her or his education,

dent has to pay run as the follow
ing (tilts could be higher or lower,
depending upon preference):
$375 in rent. $50 a week in food.

washing dishes may be a necessi-

$ 150 in utilities, $30 monthly in
gasoline, a car payment and

ty
Moreover: One might also

When was your last
trick-or-treating experience and what was
your costume?

uate with no debt, tlien they fail.
tional $4000 a year to makes sure
that (his debt isn't accrued. Don't

■
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KERRY FLOOD
SOPHOMORE
MARKETING

"Senior year of high
school. I was a
McDonalds milkshake."

mm

our schools owe that to us for our
work?
Student workers of the world,
unite. The next step is to strike,
as the student employees of our
neighbor to the north, the
University of Michigan did. to a
successful resolution, just a few
short years ago. Unite, and take
over.
Matthew Wolf-Meyer can be
reached at mwolfmeyer&hotmail.com.

ERIN MCCREADY
SOPHOMORE
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED.

"junior year of high
school — / was a
baby."
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"Senior year of high
school — / was tinkerbell. My mom
made the costume."
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MEGHAN PALMER
SOPHOMORE
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED.

"Junior year of high
school — / was a
cheerleader, 1 think."

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green.
Ohio 43403
Phone:

(419)372-6966
E-mail:
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu
Website: www.bgnews.com

JEFF HINDENACH, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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Imagine a politician gave this
speech:
"We are facing a cultural crisis.
It threatens to destroy everything
we hold dear, by changing our
values, the demographic makeup
of our nation, music and literature. We can stop the oncoming
tragedy if only we can keep the
culture the way it is now or.

maybe move it back a couple of

which, naturally, will be covered

since we're imminently dealing
with conservative big business:

dents can be paid minimum
wage and they act like they like it.

AT ISSUE Why are people afraid of global warming?

him or her by the University,
via a student loan. So, if the idea
behind student assistantships is

example earns $700 a month,
after taxes, since that is what evi-

OX THE STREET

myth, so let's be realistic. This
means that the school year
$3640 over the money allotted to

winning tradition.

Eco-madness!

quite a bit. but this is America

spending of our student runs

They may not be a varsity

PEOPLE

could get rid of the car and have

student when he or she finally

fuss.
Undergrads and graduate stu-

students need to widen their

hand how good our ruggers are

a couple of losses. What many

MATTHEW
WOLF-MEYER

The Rugby team has built a

and our town.
Last year when the BG basket-

lege mbgy know the name

What is the idea behind a stu-

Ask rugby players in Whales,

They competed with some of

are representing both our school

BG coach, Roger Mazzarella.

There record is blemished with

cial too.
After all. what is the purpose of

years."
If students were listening to
him. we would be very skeptical.
We would probably ask, "Who
says things will really change so
much? And who says the change
is so bad?"
The politician would probably
be labeled a reactionary, a person
scared of change. We'd point out
that there is too little evidence to
make such sweeping statements
about possible change.
We don't always show skepticism, however. When an environmentalist stands in front of a
group of students and proclaims
that global warming in the next
century will destroy the environment we sit. nod. clap and wonder what we can do to stop it.
The truth is that the latter
speaker's warnings are probably
as questionable as the reactionary politician's There is little
agreement over whether global
warming is actually happening
on a significant scale and
whether humans have anything
to do with it.
While everybody seems to
agree that the planet has gotten
warmer very recently, there is
wide disagreement over the causes and the meaning of it. Some
say El Nino is to blame — that
the increase in temperatures in
the late 1990s can be linked
directly to the water vapor (a primary greenhouse gas) it added to
the atmosphere. Others blame
increased radiation from the sun
or shrinking of the sun's magnetic
field. Still others, of course, blame
man-made greenhouse gases.
Some ice-core research indicates that the current warming is
part of a trend that began long
before the Industrial Revolution
— that is. before humans started
burning large amounts of fossil
fuel.
Another problem with the
banter about global warming is
how negative it is. Of course, it is
possible that global warming will
fulfill the worst nightmares of
eco-reactionaries. It's also possible that Marilyn Manson will
make you kill your parents. An
honest analysis of global warming shows that global warming
could be very good for the Earth.

JEFF
ARNETT
Opinion Editor
For one, carbon dioxide, the
result of burning fossil fuels and
the most common scapegoat for
global wanning, is not bad in
itself. It's a necessary part of life,
it's what plants need to breath,
and it's what plants use to convert the sun's energy into a form
that can be used by every creature in the world.
Furthennore, global warming
itself is not necessarily bad.
Though some claim that it will
cause more erratic weather, there
is plenty of evidence to indicate
that it could cause calmer weather. It also might extend growing
seasons in some of the world's
most fertile regions.
One might even say that a person who cares about the environment will try to burn fossil fuels
as quickly as possible. More carbon means more possible biomass. Remember, oil and coal are
the remains of animals and
plants that died eons ago and
would have been left out of the
circle of life forever if it weren't for
humans. Of course, we'll want to
take pains to burn the stuff cleanly, as it does contain various
compounds that are undeniably
bad.
Eco-reactionaries refuse to see
the positive side of fossil fuels.
They are terrified by the prospect
of change and refuse to admit
that it might be good.
They oppose change so much
that they look to insane schemes
to reduce carbon dioxide levels.
An Oct. 12 article in the journal
Nature describes an experiment
where scientists sprinkled iron
dust near Antarctica. The iron
caused huge algae blooms. This
technique can do wonderful
things, like feed fisheries, but the
scientists were excited that they
might be able to use it to take
hundreds of millions of tons of
carbon dioxide per year out of
the atmosphere.
That's the solution! Before we
have strong evidence that carbon
dioxide is anything but good for
the environment, let's find ways
to get rid of it!
This is insanity. The eco-reactionaries must be stopped. Their
efforts have a tiny chance of stopping climate change, but they
could very easily make life miser
able for many people.
JeffAmett can be reached at
arneltj@bgnet.bfpu.edu.
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German Club hosts Oktoberfest
Oktoberfest is taking place Oct. 26 from 7 to 10 p.m. at St.
Mark's Lutheran Church. This is a German Club event, but
everyone is invited to come and enjoy the festivities. There will
be food, games and prizes, and a Grammy-nominated Polka
band, Toledo Polkamotion. Admission is $5, which includes
food tickets. If tickets are purchased in advance one can
recieve two complimentary raffle tickets.

CAMPUS

Table. A chance to join
the team and pick up Tshirts. For further information or questions contact Angeleena Mulligan
at 372-6226 or amulliObgnet.bgsu.edu. In
front of the Education
Building.

Treq Outdoors Camp.
Out to rasie money asking lor donations and
spare change you might
have. East side ol
Education.

10 am-4 pm
Phi Beta Sigma Three
on
Three
Basketball Tournament
Sign up tor the tournament in Olscamp from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. All proceeds go to charity.
Olscamp Lobby
!
;
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
!
UAO - Campus Sales.
;
Education
Building
;
steps.
I
!
10a.m. -Ap.m.
!
College Democrats
Information
Table.
Information on democratic candidates for the
\
upcoming election (Nov
I
/) will be available ;
Grassy area on south !
side of Eppler Center
I
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Dance Marathon ISO
Day Countdown. Dance
Marathon's ISO Day
Countdown
Kick-Oft
Prizes and information
Education Steps.
10 a.m. - 4 p.m
Falcon Spirit Team

;
!
!
!
|
I
;
I
i

lpm. -4 p.m.
The Internet as a
Business Platform. This
is a course that deals
with e-commerce strategies which will benefit
business professionals
who are considering
starting or want to
improve a commercial
Web site. Fee: $49. For
more information, contact Continuing Education, International &
Summer Programs at
(419)372-8181.

Contemporary
French Film Series "Le Diner des Cons"
(The Dinner Game).
1998 film directed by
Francis Veber This comedy was a 1998 boxoffice smash in France.
Premised on a group of
Parisian yuppies competing to see who can
find the biggest idiot
and invite him to dinner,
the film asks who the
real idiots are. 82 minutes. Gish Film Theater,
Hanna Hall.
8 p.m.
Gershwin on Gershwin: An Evening of
Music and Discussion.
The focus of a special
event featuring author
Joan Peyser and Alan
Gershwin Serving as
moderator
for
the
evening will be Michael
Ellison of the theater
department. The evening
will include faculty and
student performances of
works by George Gershwin Free and open to the
public. Bryan Recital
Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center

6 p.m. -9 p.m.
Marketing on the
Internet Firms that
plan to establish a presence on the Web and
organizations that want
to further develop their
Web business will gain
marketing insight in this
intermediate
level
course Fee: $49 For
Midnight -130 pm
more information, conThe Proposed OSHA
tact Continuing Ec'ucaErgonomics Standard.
tion. International & I Be prepared for future
Summer Programs at j regulator requirements
(419)372-8181
! relating to ergonomics in
I the workplace Learn
1 30 p.m.
; about the effects these

BRIEFING

Key yearbook raffle
tickets still on sale

Sinfonia to perform
concert this weekend

Free tuition is available for
the winner of the Key yearbook's tuition raffle. Drawing
will be held around 10:30 p.m.
Saturday at Latinopalooza,
which takes place from 4
p.m.-midnight at Perry
Fieldhouse. Tickets are $5 and

The lota Omicron chapter
of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia will
host a Province 2 Musicale at 1
p.m. Oct. 29 in room 1040 of
the Moore Musical Arts
Center. The concert will
include many works by
American composers.

BGNEWS

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
WEDNESDAY (10/25):
8 am

bursarable. Order forms will
be in The BG News today
through Friday. For information or to order a ticket, call
the Key at 372-8086.

new requirements will
have on employers. Fee:
$25. For more information, contact Continuing
Education, International
& Summer Programs at
(419) 372-8181. College
Park, Room 2.

three baskeball tournament in Olscamp from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Proceeds go to charity.
Olscamp Lobby.
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
College Democrats
Information
Table.
Information on democratic candidates for the
upcoming election (Nov.
7) will be available.
Grassy area on south
side ol Eppler Center.

THURSDAY (10/26):

8:30-11 am.
Creating a Professional Presence: Verbal
Communication
t
Writing Skills. Use your
verbal communication
skills to accurately and
confidently reflect your
work skills and abilities.
Explore the skills necessary lor productive job
interviews. Fee: $50. For
more information, contact
Continuing
Education, International
& Summer Programs at
(419) 372-8181. College
Park, Room 2.

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Falcon Spirit Team
Table. A chance to join
the team and pick up Tshirts. For further information or questions contact Angeleena Mulligan
at 372-6226 p/ amulli@bgnet.bgsu.edu. In
front of the Educalion
Building

9am -3p.m.

New Music t Art
Festival: Composition
Seminar with Terry
Riley. Free and open to
the public Bryan Recital
Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center.

Jehovah's Witness
On-Campus Into Table.
University Hall

9:30 a.m. -3p.m.
Finance I Administration
Training.
Olscamp 101B
10 a.m. -4 p.m.

6 p.m.
Faculty Recognition
Dinner. Sponsored by the
Provost's
Office.
Olscamp 101.

J p.m.
New Music I Art
Festival: Art Exhibition
Opening with DenaEber
and Heather Elliot Eber
and Elliot are members
of the art faculty at
BGSU. This exhibition is
on display through Nov

«ft

pO* l&i

7 Free and open to the
public. Kennedy Green
Room, Moore Musical
Arts Center.
7:30 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

Phi Beta Sigma Three
on
Ttree
Basketball Tournament
Sign up for the three on

3:30-4:30 p.m
Education Abroad Informational Session.
1103 Offenhauer West

3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
i
I
|
>
!

New Music t Art
Festival: Paper Presentations. Free and
open to the public Bryan
Recital Hall,
Moore
Musical Arts Center.

International
Film
Series - "Aprilkinder."
1998 German film by
director Yuksel Yavuz.
The story of three
Kurdish children struggling to carve out a
niche for themselves
between the old and new
worlds. Winner of the
Public's Prize at the
Saabrucken
Film
Festival
in
1999
Running time 85 minutes. Gish Film Theatre,
Hanna Hall.

♦ ♦♦♦♦

\ It's IVedflesday...Happy Hump Day!!!
Bon-Rah!!!

See us at the Holiday Hiring
Open House
This Wednesday & Thursday 1-5pmr
300 Saddlemire

Ground
you absolutely positively want a better wage

5 Shifts to
Choose From
♦ Might (Midnight to 5:00am)
Mon-Fri
$10.00/hr
♦ Sunrise (3:00am to 8:00am)
Tues-Sat
$10.00/hr
♦ Day (2:00pm to 7:00pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr

♦ Twilight (7:00pm to 11:30pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ Preload (3:00am to 8:00am)
Mon-Fri
$10.00/hr

Offers

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
Tuition Assistance
Weekly Pay
No Union Dues
Starting at $8.50-$10.00
$.50 Raise After 90 Days

Ground
650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.)
1-800-582-3577
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Murder charge dropped for Turnpike trooper
TRENTON, N.J. — Prosecutors dropped an attempted
murder charge Tuesday against one of two state troopers accused in a 1998 shooting that led to a public outcry over racial profiling on the New Jersey Turnpike. In
court papers, prosecutors said they do not have sufficient evidence to support the indictment.

NATION

College crime stats on Net
ByUzSidoti
ASSOCIATED

RESS WRITER

COLUMBUS. Ohio — The government is putting campus crime
statistics for 6,700 colleges and universities on the Internet, but making
realistic comparisons among
schools may be nearly impossible.
While the Education Department
forced all institutions of higher education that receive federal funds to
rum in crime figures, there is no
national set of standards for how
crimes are compiled or even
defined.
For example, the Internet report
on Ohio State University shows the
Columbus campus reporting 179
burglaries in 1999. Arizona State
University's main campus in Tempe
is about the same size but reported
355 burglaries 1999.

Is the Arizona school nearly twice
as burglary prone as the one in
Ohio? No one knows for sure, said
department spokeswoman lane
Glickman. because there are no
national stuidards for campus
crime reporting. Beyond that, she
said, the department assumes, without checking, that reports are correctReports from the Pratt Institute in
New York City shows it is nearly
crime-free, with no assaults, robberies, auto thefts or arsons in 1999.
Fordham University, also in New
York City, also reported no robberies.
Federal law has required campuses to keep track of crimes for the past
10 years. It stipulates schools must
disclose violent crimes, burglaries
and auto thefts on campus and
arrests for liquor, drug and weapons
violations. The law was amended in

1998 to require the reports be available on the Internet.
As of Tuesday, the deadline for
schools to submit statistics for the
last three years, information from
4,200 schools was posted, and data
from other schools was in the
process of being entered, Glickman
said.
The
Web
site,
http://www.ope.ed.gov/security,
allows users to call up reports on colleges one at a time.
Corye Barbour, the U.S. Student
Association's legislative director,
acknowledged data was not consistent, but praised the Web site for
making information available in one
place.
.
Previously, students had to contact schools individually seeking the
numbers.

"Statistics aren't foolproof, but
reporting these numbers is a step in
the right direction," Barbour said.
"We really haven't come up with a
way to quantify how much violent
crime students are experiencing, but
this is a start."
The disclosure law was prompted
by the 1986 murder of 19-year-old
Icanne Clery at Lchigh University in
Bethlehem, Pa. Fellow student
Joseph M. Henry, who entered the
dorm through security doors
propped open by pizza boxes, was
convicted and sentenced to death,
C!erys parents later learned that
38 violent crimes had not been
made public in the three years
before their daughter's murder.
In 1998. Congress toughened the
law because of spotty compliance.
Colleges now can be fined $25,000
for each unreported crime.
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Alpha Gamma Delta
Announces their Fall 2000
New Members

.Fourth" Annual ORtoberfest
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JRU an Afcofiof- ^rcc Event!!
Xusic. Dancing, and Door prizes!
> Bratwursl, Saucrfc-aut. Soft .Pretzel's. Appie Cider. Desserts and Xore'
[ T-I0j>m Thursday. October 26tfi. St Xart'f Auditorium(3l5SCo«eael)
S5.oo Admission Price Includes 3 .Food Ticfetd
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Door, or Sucontactino, mandercfie((eefiotmai(.com,
afisic@liotmait.com. or stevesctiicKOexcitc.com
T3uu uour tickets earfu and receive
2 jree rajJTe tickets at tfie door"

Heather Donovan
Anita Kerlin
Lauren Burgoon
Michelle Arnold
Nicole Miller
Katie Sauer

BIS DANN!

By Glenn Adams
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

BAXTER STATE PARK, Maine—
A man who stonewalled investigators for months about two children
missing
from
his
Massachusetts religious sect led a
search team Tuesday to two tiny
bodies buried deep in the Maine
wilderness.
The remains, believed, to be
those of infant Jeremiah Comeau
and
10-month-old Samuel
Robidoux, were found in
makeshift pine coffins in a remote
part of Baxter State Park.
Positive identification and the
causes of death were pending.
Prosecutors believe Jeremiah was
cither stillborn or died within
minutes of his birth. Samuel
allegedly stitrved to death after he
stopped nursing.
David Corneau, father of
Jeremiah and a member of the
sect, used a hand-drawn map to

♦
♦

pinpoint the site after he and
searchers were flown to the area
by float plane. The nearest road is
five miles away.
"It was basically 'X marks the
spot,"'
said
Mark
Latti,
spokesman for the Maine Warden
Service.
The search in the 200,000-acre
park in northern Maine began
one day after Comeau agreed to
lead authorities to the bodies in
exchange for immunity from
prosecution for himself and his
wife.
Paul E Walsh, the Bristol County
(Mass.) district attorney, said
charges against other members of
the sect were likely, but declined
to elaborate.
Authorities have been looking
into the deaths, concerned '.hat
the sect members' rejection of
conventional medicine and other
beliefs may have contributed to
the deaths.
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Amanda Palaton
Abby Curtis
, Marissa Wagner
Melissa Babcook
Kristin Kaloczi

Megghan Michael
Jen Ellerman
Nicole Rolf
Vanessa Eads
Stefanie Kabbaz

Man leads police
to dead infants

♦
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A Big Thanks!!! 4'
*
From the Wellness Connection
To Domino's and Pisanello's Pizza
for distributing facts about High
Risk drinking during Alcohol
Awareness Month!
Rise Above High-Risk Drinking

Pride in a Job Well Done • Respect • Creative

The Office of Residence Life
Would Like to Give a Big
Thank You
To All Of The Great People Who
Helped Make Preview Days 2000 a
Success:
Ben Simonson
Andrew Panagi
Greg Bums
Rebecca Connors
Time Averrc
Kcrri McClung
Scon Nilcs
Todd Pincombe
Pamela Smudz
Trent Thomlo
Keith Powell
Anna Haney
Victoria Terrell
Kylic Welter
Jackie Gtllo
Emily Forthofer
Justin Hasslcr
Cliff Core
Emily Campbell
Michael Ncslcr
Han Roesch
Staccy Wisniewski
Jessica Wagner
Sarah Conway
John (i.mid
Scott Smith

•

Jack Crumley
Brcnda Foliz
Melanie Oberrechl
Arthur Ross
Jennifer Jenkins
Rob Abney

Caroline Langendorfer
Mario Jackson

Jennifer Rumsey

Da mien Womack
Sarah Hannah

McKenzie Miller
Kara Schuley

Katie Daiqneau
Jessica Canter

Janel Laugel.
Nikki Schramm

Ebony Ricks
Karly Koubck

Joel Haucnstein
JcelVinco

Steve Dalton
Angela Dudek

Greg Jacomct
Kat Schaub

Karen Mealy
Jens Becker

Lindsay Paul
Heather Silvcmail

Bob Brumberg

Melissa Haney
A Una Simpson
JcnBotkin

Charvattc Johnson

Esther Reese
Molly Loncrgan

John Learned
Tommy Beck

Ashley Gray

Cassandra Rubino

Denise Heitz

Tim VekKta

Linda Newman

Melisa Stout

Tiffany Edwards
Rachel Rculbach

Katie Brohard
Tern Cappelman

Sarah Ramsey
Jennifer Niehaus

Kilhy Morgan

Michele Derwcni

Rashod Wilson
Sharon Carney
Sara Williams

AUssa Dihrkop
Lisa McCloskey
Brenda Wilson
Brooke Mohajer

Nancy Ciswcll
Kevin Hogan
Jennifer Perek

Chris Dobek
Deidrc Evans
Donna McCartney

Michael Li be ra tore
Bridget Dignan

Megan Mercer
Joe Simon

Cristin Berry
Ar. Carveth
Monica Rodnqucz

Tla Holliman
Johnel Gore

Maggie TYoia

David Crafts

Alicia Waller
Melissa Dolejs

Kelly Fink
Jason Sobota

Vanessa Blob
Jessica Krotzer
The Greek Mart

Stacy Fete
Chris Whiisoo
Lindsay Seibert

Kari Mears
Jessica Faller

Joshua Kontak
Tiffany Lenk

Sean McDade
Jon Williams

Rachel Kohn

Tiffany Gephart
Erin Bailey
Amanda Baldwin
JcSMCa Tlirpin

Katie K» .sing

;"..-

Octavia Jenkins
Enc Anger

Jon Moon
Jim Zentmeyer
Paul Williams

Shannon Page
Amanda Jones
Bnllany Springer
Laura Mudd
Amanda Howdyshell
Mandi Hall

Kyle O'DeCI

Pat Conway
Beth Lmdcr

Sean Mc( ifwan
Brent Mem man

Ryan Scott

The FWnch House
Susan McPtek

Elizabeth Maxsoo
Erin Fox
Micki Pannozzo
Kristin Torrcy

Sarah Arms
Joel Hammond
Enn Fitzgerald
Beth Gargas

Harry Harris
Son Wynn
Zach Goetz

Melissa Rylhcr
Cara Derek

Christine Rotondo

Rebecca Carbone
Matt Pizzino
Cassie Constanzo
Liz Steiner
Jackie Goebbcl
Kena Allison
Dave Potoonik

CfoticteUndais
Anna Marie Siegd
■

RSA
I..
The SMART program
Maggie Brewer
Lindsay Peters
Theresa Cucco

|

Laura Rudolph

Molly Adams
Jasin Kcssler
Jennifer Wilson
Melissa Cymanski
Erica Lacik
Patti Bishop
Sarah Flesher
Erin Samples

Julia Metcalf

Say ward Sutherland

Kyle Drahcim

Christine Walker
Dave Downing

Sarah Mai ko
Aaron Buchner
Christina Mengerink
Katie McGushin

Jessica Theis
Bcmie Savarese
Brad Carper

Pride in a Job Well Done • Respect •Creative
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Ivory Coast elections incite violence

ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast (AP) — Security forces fired on
unarmed demonstrators in Ivory Coast yesterday as
thousands took to the streets after the military junta
leader declared himself the winner of presidential elections intended to restore civilian rule. At least one person was killed.

WORLD

Campaign to eliminate dreaded elephantiasis
By Susannah A. Nesmith

tered after a period of deep sleep
during which larvae were active in
the patient's bloodstream.
A breakthrough new testing
method can be performed anytime, and the World Health
Organization is using it in a campaign aimed at wiping out the disease.
The campaign aims to Identify
high-risk areas through testing,
then treat everyone in those areas
with the medication that kills Die
parasite.
Experts say the effort will cost
S1 billion over five years.
"It's been a forgotten disease for
a long time because the assumption was that we really couldn't do
much about it," said Patrick
Lammie of the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.
"Only with new diagnostic techniques and new therapies have
we begun thinking about doing
something about it."
Native to Africa, the parasite
came to the Americas with the
slave trade.
In the United States it died out a
century ago, probably due to sanitation and health care.
The WHO estimates 700,000
people in the Americas are affect-

ASSOCIATED PRESS

SANTO
DOMINGO.
Dominican Republic — It begins
with a mosquito bite, seemingly
no different from any other.
This one leaves a small worm
behind. A few years later, long
after the worm has died, a part of
the body begins to swell.
"Some days it hurts so bad I
can't get out of bed to go to the
bathroom," says Aura De Soto, a
petite 46-year-old who watched
her right leg balloon to three times
Us normal size.
Uke millions in the developing
world, she is a victim of the crippling, demoralizing and incurable
disease known as elephantiasis.
Researchers believe the disease,
which can add 100 pounds or
more to a person's weight, can be
prevented if the parasite, the
Filariais roundworm, is identified
and killed before it does permanent damage to the victim's lymphatic system.
There is a window of opportunity of several years — though t he
ability to treat in time has been
limited by a cumbersome testing
method that had to be adminis-

ed today — including 400,000 in
Haiti and 100,000 in the
Dominican Republic, which
share the island of Hispaniola,
one of the worst-hit areas.
Guyana — with an estimated
140,000 cases — hopes to begin
treatment next year.
"It doesn't kill, but it does," says
Dr. Guillermo Gonzalvez, the
Dominican liaison to the program, struggling to capture the
essence of a condition whose psychological effect can be as bad as
the discomfort and deformity. "It
kills socially. It kills economically.
People are ostracized, unable to
work."
The parasite is generally concentrated in impoverished neighborhoods like De Soto's La
Cienega, a squatter community in
the floor1 plain of the Ozama River
in the middle of Santo Domingo.
Open sewers run in front of tin
roofed shacks. Many of the children have the bloated bellies and
orange hair that are signs of malnutrition. Few of the families have
access to safe drinking water or
decent bathrooms.
De Soto, a single mother, was a

maid before she became sick six
years ago.
Her meager salary sufficed to
send her two older children to
school.
Her youngest daughter. 11year-old Sol Ines, now sits in their
dirt-floor shack all day because
there's no money for school books
and uniforms.
They certainly could not afford
the anti- parasite drugs that are
arriving in the neighborhood this
month.
SmithKline Beecham, which is
donating one of the two drugs
needed, has already delivered
475.000 tablets to Hispaniola.
according to Brian Bagnall, director of the company's program.
The Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation paid for Haiti to buy
the other drug and the
Dominican Health Ministry is
buying the second drug here.
De Soto has trouble accepting
that the doctors and their mediAssociated ftess ftioto
cine won't be able to cure her.
"I wouldn't wish this on anyone. Crippled: Aura De Soto sits in her dirt floor home in Santo Domingo,
Not my worst enemy. Not the Domincan republic. She is suffering from elephantiasis, a crippling,
incurable condition.
devil himself." she said.

Harry Potter fans gather to hear author at book fair
ByMattMossman
ASSOCiAII 0 PRfSS

TORONTO - A pin drop
silence fell over the cavernous
Skydome yesterday as the author
of the wildly popular Harry Potter
book series read aloud to more
than 10.000 fans
Seated at a podium near second base, J.K. Rowling launched

into Chapter Four of lier book,
"Harry Potter and the Goblet of
Fire."
"I am delighted and teiTified to
be here." the British autlior told
eager students, obliging parents
and teachers who filled three levels of seats around home plate.
Rowling's four books details the
travails of teen wizard Harry

Potter. In Chapter Four of the latest novel, fellow wizards pick
young Harry up for school to the
disapproval of his aunt and uncle
who particularly hate magic.
Later, the author answered a
few of the questions she's been
asked during her stay in Toronto,
including. "Do you think your
books encourage Satanism?"

got tuition?
A HIKMIk

Tuition raffle
for Spring
Semester 2001

The KEY Yearbook is giving away tuition (valuedat $2,500)
for spring semester 2001 to the lucky student who wins the raffle.

3

Tickets Prices

'20

each

To purchase tickets, fill out this form and return to:
KEY Yearbook Tuition Raffle
28 West Hall
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Rowling's answer: "No. You are a
lunatic"
And she said she doesn't believe
in the kind of magic she writes
about.
"I thought it was cool to see
what Harry's uncle thought." said
Lauren Makela, 12, who wore a
purple gown and pointy hat to
hear Rowling rpad.

"I thought she would have
more of an accent," said Chad
Bilkey. 10.
Harry Potter fans filled the
grounds outside the 60,000-seat
Skydome — home of the Toronto
Blue Jays Major League Baseball
team — hours before the reading
began. Youngsters bounded off
buses and brought a familiarly

festive atmosphere to the stadi
urn, screaming, waving banners
and wearing team uniforms.
For Potter-heads, that means
wizard hats, capes and broom
sticks.
The reading was sponsored by
the International FesUval of
Authors, a week-long conference
in Toronto.
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FREE
EVENT!
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RAFFLES
PRIZES

MAKLACHI NUEVO ZAPAPON
BAD BOYZ
GABIEL MARQUEZ
AIXA ORTIZ
KAWAKAN

GRITO
CONTESTS

PUERTO RICAN
DANCERS

PINATAS

FANTASIA JUVENIL

FREE AUTHENTIC
MEXICAN FOOD
With canned food donation
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ACTIVITIES

COMEDIAN
RICH RAMIREZ
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28

BY TIA AMELIA

4pm - 12am
Perry Field House

Tickets will be mailed to on-campus address or mailbox upon processing.
Winner will be drawn Friday, October 27,2000. Any questions call (419) 372-8086.

Bowling Green State University
Name:

_|

I have enclosed a check
payable to The KEY

_]

Please bill my bursar
account for the raffle
tickets

Tuition raffle
for Spring
Semester 2001

BG Address:

Local Phone:.
Number of Tickets Purchasing:

Rerun Form to: KEY Yearbook Tuition Raffle, 28 West Hill, Bowling Grew, OH 43402

The KEY Yearbook is giving away tuition (valued at $2,500)
for spring semester 2001 to the lucky student who wins the raffle.
Drawing to be held at Latinopalooza
For more information, call the Latino Student Union at 372-8325
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BASEBALL: HERNANDEZ ALLOWS ONE RUN IN SIX INNINGS.

SPORT
BRIEFING
Clemens gets fined

WEDNESDAY

NEW YORK (AP) - Roger
Clemens was fined by baseball
Tuesday for throwing the jagged
barrel of Mike Piazza's shattered
bat at him in Came 2 of the World
Series.
Clemens was not suspended
for throwing the broken bat in the
first inning of Sunday night's
game.
Frank Robinson, the vice president of the commissioner's office
in charge of discipline, did not
disclose the amount of the fine or
give any explanation for his conclusions.
During the game, umpires had
concluded that Clemens, who
beaned Piazza on July 8. did not
deliberately throw the broken bat
at him.
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Dakich signs 5-year contract
S Dan Nied and Nick Hurm
SlSlfHI SPORTS (DII0RS

Dan Dakich likes everything
about Bowling Green.
That's why the head coach of
the men's basketball team signed
a new five-year contract with the
University yesterday. The new
contract, retroactive to July 1.
replaces Dakich's original fiveyear plan. The newly signed contract also erases some rumors
that Dakich may leave the program for a head coaching position at Indiana, a position that he
was considered by peers as a candidate for.
"I like it here," Dakich said. "My
family likes it here. I like
(University President] Sidney
Ribeau, I like |Athletics Director
Paul! Krebs."

JUSTIN
BARASKY
StaffWriier

Like it or not,
the Yankees
get it done

I hate the New York Yankees.
Losing to the Steelers, Braves, or
even the Chicago Bulls is something I can stomach, but the
Yankees give me indigestion.
When I hear the name Yankees, I
get more upset than a Steelers
fan in the Dawg Pound. The
Yankees represent much that is
wrong with Major League
Baseball. Their team payroll is
too high; they have convicted
drug us-rs in their system and
they boast a team of superstars
who think they can pretty much
do whatever they want, such as
Roger Clemens. However the
Yankees keep on doing one thing
right, winning.
Like it or not, the Yankees have
been baseball's most successful
team in the past five years. Four
American League
Championships since 1996 and
a possible fourth World Series
title speaks for itself. No team
has come close to equaling their
success, and that includes the
Atlanta Braves who have won
nine straight divisional championships. Like all great teams,
even when they aren't really the
best, the Yankees have found a
way to win.
Of course they have had some
help with this. New York struggled through most of the first
half of the 2000 season. Never
fear though, since 95 the Yanks
motto has been. "If were not
winning, bring in someone new."
Yankee owner George
Steinbrenner did just that. He
went out and got Superstars
David Justice. Denny Neagle.
and Jose Canseco. If the average
team had as much money as
Steinbrenner. New York might
not win so much, look at the
Milwaukee Brewers. So New York
got bacK into first place, and
despite having a worse record
then The Cleveland Indians, who
didn't get in, the Yankees limped
into the playoffs. Let's take a look
at the past few years, though.
In the 96 Series sportswriters
everywhere were saying that
Atlanta would sweep the
Yankees. When Atlanta took a
commanding 2 games to nothing lead, it looked like the Braves
were well on there way to winning back to back champi onships. Then the Yankees found
a way to win. Heroics by Cecil
Fielder, Paul O'Neil, Andy Pettit
and other high priced stars managed to win 4 out of the next 5
games, bringing New York a
championship.
In 1998. the Yankees stormed
through the baseball season
winning a record 125 games.
They then posted an 11 and 2
postseason record, which
included a World Series sweep of
the San Diego Padres.
The Yankees entered the 2000
postseason a little uneasy. They
had lost ili -ir last seven regular
season games, and so were worried about the starting pitch.
With no clear favorite, the AL
championship was up for grabs.
After a good series with Oakland
and an even better one with
Seattle, the Yankees find themselves in tlte fourth World Series
in five years. Although I'd like
nothing better than to see them
fall flat on there overpaid faces,
they wont. The Yankees are a
great team, and great teams
always find a way to win In the
postseason. In fact only one
team has even beaten the
Yankees in the post season since
1996. Of course, that was
Cleveland.

i

Dakich also likes the success all the reason more to sign a conhis teams have had during h'S last tract.
"If we would have had the suctwo seasons. In that time, he lead
the Falcons to a 40-18 record, cess of last year and only had
including a 22-8 mark last season. 1.000 fans show up. it might have
That was good enough to obtain been different," Dakich said. "It
the Mid-American Conference would have been difficult to get
regular season championship.
jacked. The same goes for my
Dakich says the new contract family though. If we would have
has been in the works for some had success and may family was
time.
miserable then it might have
"Basically, we've been talking changed my decision.''
about getting this done for over a
Over the next five years. Dakich
year," he said. "We wanted to get
plans to stick to his game plan. He
this over with.''
Dakich likes the position he is wants his teams to be consistentin. With the success of last year's ly playing for a Mid-American
team and the potential for anoth- Conference Championship along
er great season gives the coach with making sure that his players
incentive to stick around. Added score both well of the court and in
in with the fact that his family is the classroom so that they graduhappy where they are. Dakich has ate.
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HERE FOR A WHILE: Dan Dakich will be preaching to his BG
players for a long time to come after signing a b-year contract
with the Falcons Tuesday. Dakich lead BG to a 22-8 mark last
season.
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CABOOSE: Flanker Alex Demma breaks a tackle for BG with Brian Virost and Nick Thaxton in support. BG went on to beat Ferris State

Rugby hits
the 100
point mark
again

RUGGED
LEADER

ByWesHorsinqer
CUCSI WRITER

$2,500 a year. He also feels club
sports are very under funded
and only on one occasion was
his team helped out by the
University.
"The years we went to the
national championships, we
had to fly out to California, each
year they gave us a $7,000 grant
and a $7,000 no interest loan,
which worked out to about $ 100
a guy," he said. "That was very
nice of them."
Tim Rieger, the president of
the club and a computer science major, says Roger puts in
so much time and gets nothing
for it.
"He's |Roger| leading this
team and bringing this university national recognition and he
doesn't even gel paid," said
Rieger, who is in his fourth year
on the team. "He does it out of
the good of his heart and for the
love of the game."

The Bowling Green rugby team
topped the century mark for the
second Ume this season and if
this keeps up, the two year old
scoreboard at College Park is
going to need some alterations.
The Falcon ruggers crushed
Ferris State 112-0. The victory
gave BG its forth straight
Michigan Collegiate League
championship.
"You have to respect Ferris and
feel sorry for them at the same
time."
BG
coach
Roger
Mazzerella said. "They hung in
there and kept plugging away to
the very end. but they were hopelessly outclassed right from the
opening whistle."
Bulldog captain Drew Snarey
could only echo Mazzerella's
diought by stating, "We've never
faced anything like BG's offense
before. "My wings would look up
to find a BG ballcarrier bearing
down on them with four more
guys following up in convoy formation. How can anybody stop
something like that?"
"I mean we didn't play our
best." Snarey added, "but everywhere you go, BG's point a
minute offense is the number
one Item of conversation.
Playing them is like watching an

COACH,PAGE 9
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BG Rugby coach Roger Mazzarella has turned his
squad into one of the top programs in the country
ByPeteStefla
SPORTS EDITOR

Roger Mazzarella has seen
much success in his life.
For 33 years, he has been
associated with the BG rugby
team and every year his Falcons
contend to be one of the best
teams in the nation.
Since he has been coach, the
team has never had a losing season in 66 campaigns.
"We are considered one of the
top 10 programs in the United
States."
Mazzarella
said.
"Anybody who knows rugby
knows that. People know we
have good players. We get a lot
of respect because we field one
of the largest squads in the
entire United States. We would
be in the top two or three there."
But during his stint as a junior
varsity wrestler at Lakewood
High School, in Cleveland.
Mazzarella's team was anywhere but dominate.
"I think we set a recort' with a

•

0-48 record in all four years I was
there." Mazzarella said. "It was
really bad."

Mazzarella, who has lived in
Bowling Green for 33 years,
came here as a student. While
student teaching at BG junior
high school, he was offered a
job. Ever since, he has been
leaching seventh grade life science.
Mazzarella's first association
with rugby came through football, which along with basketball, soccer and hockey are the
sports he feels rugby is a combination of.
He read an advertisement in
The BG News, which said the
freshmen football team needed
wide receivers. Mazzarella had a
"background of running into
people" from playing sandlot
football all around Cleveland, so
he decided to try out for the
team.
"I thought 1 was pretty good
and I thought I had some

wheels, so I went out and made
the walk-on freshman football
team," Mazzarella said. "I had
just got my uniform and I was
walking back to Rogers and I
saw the rugby team praclicing
behind Memorial Hall."
"It was just the biggest mess
you have ever seen." he said.
"There wera just people all over
the place and a guy asked me if I
wanted to play. I had my pile of
junk on my shoulder and I
dropped it. went in there and
ran around a little hit."
"I was like 'wow!'." Mazzarella
said, "I went in and quit the football team the next day."
Despite being the most successful program BG has, the
rugby team is only funded by
club sports.
The Falcons do not receive
help from the University,
despite their impeccable record
and resume over the years.
According to Mazzarella, his
team gets between $2,000 and
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Mazzarella impressed with his current squad
COACH, FROM PAGE 8

Mazzarella, who does recruit
high school kids to play, feels one
of the coolest things about rugby
is that everyone on the field gets
to do "pretty much everything."
"There was something about it,
even back then when we didn't
know the rules." he said.
"Everyone ran the ball; everyone
got to score; everyone made tackles. It didn't matter what position
you were playing, everybody got
to do everything."
Unlike some other sports.
Mazzarella feels anyone, no matter how they are physically built,
can play.
"We have a place for just about
everybody." he said "It doesn't
matter how fast, how slow, how
big, how tall, how short, how
heavy, how light, it doesn't matter.
We've got a posidon on the field
that needs those kind of body
types."
Mazzarella believes rugby is
harder than it looks and the hit
ting is much different than foot
ball because one "must" use their
hands to tackle.
"I personally think it takes a
heck of a lot more skill than football," he said. "Everybody has to
be able to do everything, that
means pass. run. know when to
pass, know how to tackle. Just
having the sense of going from

offense to defense and back again
on a moment's notice."
"The hitting is different
because we have to use our
arms," he said. "You can't take
someone's legs out .and it helps
cut down on the number of
injuries tremendously. Also, you
are trying to strip the ball and
keep the guy from passing."
From Aug. 14 to Aug. 24.
Mazzarella took his team to
Wales, England, to play against
some of the best rugby players in
the world.
This trip became the fifth trip
Mazzarella has made during his
tenure as coach, three to England
and two to California. He said he
likes to try and go every three
years so the kids at least have a
chance to take a trip to play.
Wales, according to Mazzarella.
is a "rugby nation."
"They have a law saying you
can't play rugby from June 15 to
Aug. 15," he said. "If they didn't
have that law, the men would play
all year. The women forced that
law."
Despite playing professionals,
Mazzarella was impressed with
his squad.
"Even playing the pros. I was
impressed with our guys," he said.
"We dominated as far as the hit ting went. They were better than
us as far as playing the whole field.
We were playing people about our

"Even playing the
pros, I was
impressed by our
guys. We dominated
as far as the hitting
went."
ROGER MAZZARELLA, COACH

size."
"They might have been better
rugby players than us but we were
much more physically cut." said
Mazzarella. in reference to Wales'
nonexistent weight training pro
gram for athletes. "They have no
exposure to the football kind of
hits and they complained constanUy about how hard we hit."
Reed Luecke, senior business
major, has been a member of the
rugby team for four years and is
currently the captain of the team.
He feels the trip to Wales has
helped the Falcons out immensely
"The trip is the main reason
whywearedoingaswellasweare
this season," Luecke said. "We
have a totally different style of
play and everyone is on the same
page"
"Roger is considered a father
figure and role model by the
whole team." he said. "He leads by

example, which is an inspiration the '97 learn, notices differences
between the current team and the
for the younger guys."
During his tenure. Mazzarella 1997 one.
"Back then, our game plan was
ranks this current team, along
with the 1997 and 1987 teams, as just to get the ball to our backs,"
his three best. The '87 squad fin- he said. 'This season, we are so
ished third in the nation, beating much more balanced and faster
Dartmouth in the consolation and play more team oriented.
This is easily the best team I have
game and losing to Air Force.
Mazzarella's son. Tony, who is been a part of since I have been
considered to be one of the best here."
rugby players to ever wear the
" I think we were better that year
Brown and Orange, played from (1997) because we were running
1994 1998 and helped the team at five in the morning along with
by designing the offense the practice." Tony said. 'We lost to
Perm State that year, who went on
Falcons currently run.
"What we took back from to be second in the nation, and we
England was how to practice bet- were only the second team to
ter and run plays more consis- hold them to under 30 points. My
tent," Tony said. "I think that we dad said it was the best game he
only have 5 percent of the plays ever saw and it was the best game
left from when I started. I ever played."
During Tony's last game for BG
Everything else is new stuff we
vs. Ohio State, Mazzarella came
have picked up."
Tony, who is currently the gen- out and played with his son.
"It was fun." Tony said. "He
eral manager at Junction, based
the offense on what the team played in my first rugby game and
learned on their trip to England in my last one."
In 33 years in Bowling Green,
1995.
"For the last five years, we have Mazzarella has had a successful
basically been beating the crap tenure as a coach and teacher.
out of everybody," Rogersaid. "We
But his favorite thing he ever
have lost a couple of times. We got to do was coach Tony as a
have had some trouble with Ohio
player.
State. IUP but that is it in the west.
"It was the highlight of my life,"
Everyone else we have played,
there has been at least a 30 point Roger said. "Not many people get
to coach their own fiesh and
difference."
Luecke, who was a member of blood."

DID YOU KNOW?

BG match ends quickly
WIN, I ROM PAGE 8

eighty minute highlight film.
The statistics bear out Snarey's
comments The Falcons have
scored 499 points while giving up
only thirty one in their last six
mate lies for mi average score of
83 to 5
Like so many of the Falcon's
matches this season, tliis one was
over almost as soon as it began
Wina Kevin Monsold Dowered his

From then on the Falcons
scored regularly and often.
Mongold picked up three more
tries and Rieger added his second
while prop Brian Virost and fullback Andrew Riddell lacked on
solo scores. Cromly's conversions
put the Falcon's lead at 57 0 at the
half.
Even the substitution of 14 of
the starting 15 seemed to make
no difference as BG racked up
another 55 |x>ints in the second

mances, the Falcons' rookies
dropped a 17-12 match to Ohio
Northern, a team they had just
beaten two weeks ago Wing
Darin Drake scored a try while fly
half Tim Keate added a try and a
conversion

It is illegal to buy corn flakes on
Sunday in Columbus, Ohio.
Source; www.dumblaws.com

A 3

Hoop Like You Have Never
Seen It Before...

r*

TOLEDO SILVERSTREAKS

On a Canadian two dollar
bill, the flag flying over
the Parliament Building is
an American Flag.

Wheelchair Basketball Team
Tonight, Wednesday, October 25th at
7:30 pm in Anderson Arena

Free

* 2

niUMVS IOOHINO FOR NCUJ TBUHTI
Come and see The Silverstreaks take on BGSU's

$5.00 OFF ;
ADMISSION I

Finest Ball players ... All In Wheelchairs!

WITH COUPON '

_Ctf. 10/11'**_■* _
* COMING IN NOV... '

sponsored by The Office of Disability Services for students,
A Division of Student Affairs and the P.E.O.P.L.E. Committee.
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity will scrimmage the Silverstreaks.

RON
JCftCMV
AS GUCST MC
IT'S THC KINKICST
SHOW AROUND!
MON $10 DflNCCS
TUC- t-4-1 DHNCCS
UJCD-RMRTCUA NIGHT

HRLLOUICCN
BUSH!!
OCT. 31ST
135 S. •»RNC HO. TOUDO »l-007f H

o> —

disAbility Awareness Month 2000

tomotm furemews TooAvt
CARiiR SiRWCiS hSPM
CALL

3P2-Z356

'

M_

^BBHC*"*JiB^B

TO

M££T MTH A VPS
Extra Cash For The
Holidays!
Call Center
Postions Available,
Part Time & Full Time
•Seasonal $7.50 +/hour
•Immediate Interviews
•Immediate Hire
Holiday Hiring
Open House
Tomorrow 1-5
300 Saddlemire

HICKORYFARMS8
1505 Holland Road - Maumee
'If you can't make it to the Open House, Apply in
person at our office.

R£PR£$£NTATm

f 1 TZS
HHMMMM*

Part-time Training Supervisor on twilight sort &
BGSU student - Criminal Jusbce Major

upsi

fwo our HOW you CM/ EARN
A GREAT RATE & GET fR£E
TUfTtON ASS/STAA/Cff

iARM & UARM W/TH UPS

• *&50 -

<9.50/HOUR

CALL TOOAV!

• W&KMOS Si

HOUOAVS

t-4t9-89f-6820
OR V/sm

v ?-t/2 To S

HOUR

mVW.UPSJO0S.COM

Off

SwfTS

• fRH Bern firs
• I/PS PROMOTES FROM IV/THW
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Campus Events

Personals

•GIV5 THE GIFT OF LIFE!'
Wf'-;-Olscamp 11am-5pm
Thur-Bookstore 11am-5pm
FREE FOODII

AXS1 AXH AXQ AX1J AXH AXQ
The sisters of Alpha Chi Or.-jga
would like to congratulate Karen
Kleve. Ali Edie, and Sarah
Ruksenos on winning disability
awareness on behalf of our chapter.
AXH AXQ AXQ AXfl AXH AXQ
ACT) A«I> Ad> A* \4> A<t» A* A4» A<t»
I love my Lil Catherine!
Ad> A4> A» A» Af A4> A4> A1» A<t>
»M «M *M *M *M »M <1>M *M
Congratulations to Niki Sams,
Maureen Jones and Nicky Poihast
for getting second place in last
week's Disability Olympics!
■t>M I'M i»M <DM <t>M iHM »M »M
AFA * AIA • AI'A * ArA • Ala
It's almost time baby squirrels...
One more night until you find out
who your big is! Get excited!
AIA * ArA * Ara • AI A • ArA
*M »M 4>M *.M 4>M OM 4>M <t>M
Congratulations to Alison Gilder on
her recent engagement to
Dominic Raffaelli!
<PM »M 0>M <DM »M »M <I>M <PM
'
Wellness Connection
Come find out how intoxication
effects your basic functioning
without taking a drink* Try out the
FATAL VISION GOGGLES on
October 11 and 26. from 2pm to
5pm between the Education and
BA building
Wellness Connectlon-170 Health
Cfltf-372WELL
Wellness Connection
It's time to get your GROOVE on!!
The Disco Dance is heating up
Eppler North Gym on Oct 26 from
9.30pm-12:00am. Show us your
funky disco style and win a
psychedelic prize!!
Wellness Connectlon-170 Health
Center-372-WELL
Wellness Connection
Order a pizza from Domino's or
Pisanello's and get some exciting
statistics, information, and
GREAT pizza"
Wellness Connectlon-170 Health
Center-372-WELL

City Events
HARVEST MOON DANCE
16 piece swing bend
October 28th, 8-11pm
Wtiodland Mall Pavilion
$5.00 at the door.
Food & beverage available by
Quarters Cate.
Don't miss this dance.

Travel
#111 Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Days
$279! Includes Meals. Parties! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife' Departs
Flonda! Get Group - Go Free!!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
• 111 Spring Break Specials! Cancun & Jamaica $389! Air. Hotel,
Free Meals. Dnnks! Award Winning
Company! Get Group - Go Free!
Flonda Vacations $129!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
GO DIRECT! Internet-based company oftenng WHOLESALE Spnng
Break packages! Call 1-800-3671252 or www.springbreakdirect.com.
SPRING BREAK 2001
Jamaica. Cancun. Flonda,
Barbados, Bahamas Now hiring
campus reps. Earn 2 tree trips.
Free meals...book by Nov 3r! Call
for FREE info pack or visit on-line
sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
Spring Break reps needed to promote campus tnps. Earn $travel free
No cost We Irain you. 1-800-3671252 or www.springbreakdirect.com

Personals

Jay Smith M.D.
Back, Neck & Limb Pain
Headaches & General Medicine
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

Pregnant? Get Tested.
Confidential, professional service.
354-4673 BGPC
Robin, we talked on plane to Phoenix on 10/12.1 would like to talk
more 614-237-4483, David

Wanted
1 fem. subleaser in Hillsdale. Own
room start lease Dec. 23 through
Aug. 2001. More info, call 352-5772,
ask lor Abbey
__
t male roommate wanted. Fox Run
apartments. $151 plus utilities/3522946
1 roommate, male or lemate, own
room. 2 bedroom house, near
Franklin Park Mall in Toledo, Call
Kevin (419) 475-9303
1 subleaser needed (or apt. at Fox
Run. $201.66 mo. 419-352-5693 or
330-767-4470
4 subleasers needed
Spring semester
Hillsdale Apts.
Call 353-9440
Fem. subleaser needed ASAP.
$201.66/mo. ♦ UTIL. A/C, Cable,
washer/dryer. Call Kate © 3525893
HELP! Farmhouse work exchange
for living. If interested, please call
845-255-3117.
I can do odd jobs Landscaping.
dean gutters, & misc. Contact Te @
419-3530386.
Need 3 tickets for December graduation Will pay! Please call Sara354-6492.
Needed December Arts & Sciences
Grad Tix Will pay. Call Tome at
352-2775.
Needed: 1 female subleaser ASAP
until May 17. Own room, spacious.
For information please call 3534179, ask for Allison.
Female roommate for fait & summer.
Call Haley at 354-1605
Subleaser. spring semester, for 1
bdrm Hemze Site Apt. Will pay cable. Contact Jaime at 352-3476.
Two subleasers needed ASAP1 New
home, own room. Call Rachael @
353-2198.

m

Holiday Hiring Open House

Cable Channel 6
5:30-Live
Re-broadcast at

Wood County' s
only LIVE local
Television news
c
source

Full-Time, Part-Time, Substitute
Positions for:
School
Industries
Transportation

Custodial

Help Wanted

ATTEr.TION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIRE!
Part Time
Less than one block from Campus
S6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 shifts, available:
A Shift: 7:00am - 10:00am
B Shift: 10:15am - 1:15pm
C Shift: 1:30pm - 4:30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid tor 3!
354-8802
354-8703

Cashiers start immediately fcr a
part-time 3rd shift position. Competitive pay & commission. Apply today!
BPOil. 1670 E Wooster.
Dancers-No expenence necessary,
earn BIG MONEY$$$! Apply in person at: Deja Vu, 135 S. Bryne, 5310329.
GENERAL LABOR Part time opportunity in a chemical manufacturing
facility. Flexible hours between
6:00am and 3.30pm Duties include
painting, cleaning, operating floor
scrubber, assisting maintenance
and operations. Additional hours are
available during the summer
months. Apply in person at: Chemron Corporation, 1142 North Main
St., Bowling Green, OH.

Substitute aides needed to work in
Wood County Schools. $7.00 per
hour. HS diploma or GED required.
To apply contact Karen Lindquist at
Wood County ESC (354-9010).
Subslilute teachers needed to work
in the Wood County schools. Daily
rate will vary depending on school
dislnct Bachelor's degree required.
To apply contact Karen Lindquist at
Wood County ESC (354-9010).
Raise S1600-S7000 ♦ Get FREE
Caps. T-shirts & Phone Cards! This
one week fundraiser requires no investment and a small ami of time
from you or your dub Qualified callers receive a free gift just for calling.
Call today-1-800-808-7442 x 80.

HICKORY FARMS CALL CENTER
SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVES
SEASONAL $7.50 +
Hickory Farms is now hinng full and
pad-time seasonal Service Representatives to input orders into our
seasonal processing system and respond to customer inquires regarding the status of their order. Positions are also open for clericals and
mail order processors. $.50 per hour
increase after customer service
training. Positions are open now
through February on day and evening shifts, dunng the week and on
weekends. Must have computer and
typing skills. We offer attendance incentives. 40% employee discount,
flexible scheduling, and professional
supervision Apply in person Mon.Fri. 9am-7pm. & Sat., 10am-2pm,
Hickory Farms Corporate Office,
1505 Holland Rd.. Maumee, OH,
EOE.
Inside help t\ drivers neodod part
time. Flexible hours. Hungry Howie's
Pi?za in Perrysburg 872-4800
Join our foam
Cooks & Servers
Apply Within
Mountain Jacks
5335 Airport Hwy, Toledo
KENNEL HELP
If you love animals & like work call
Rick @ 893-7218. Part-time. Maumee area.
___
Office cleaning, evenings 10-12
hrs/week, own trans, required. Call
352-5822.

Wait staff and dishwashers needed.
Apply within. Immediate positions
available. Various day and night
hours Haskins Inn, 100 West Main
St., Haskins, OH 419-823-0014.
Wanted: Dancers, wailstaff. apply
after 5pm, 5801 Telegraph. Toledo.
OH Or call 419-476-6640.

Bass Player Needed
For up 4 coming alternative
rock band. Call Jim & 372-1687
BECOME A PEER EDUCATOR
Call Wellness Connection for details
372-9355
BEE FARM STORE
Part-time clerk wanted. Please send
resume to: 2765 c.r. 220. VanBuren,
OH 45889.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in
over-lime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus over-time. Many college
students work here. Starting pay is
$5 30 per hour with an automatic
$ 25 per hour increase to $5.55 after
100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling and packaging
small parts. Apply in person between the hours of 9:00am and
5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC., 428 Clough Street,
Bowling Green, Ohio, only 2 blocks
from campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Queen next to the railroad tracks.
Fraternltlet * Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1.000-52,000 this quarter with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser com

Lil' Kara
Soon you will see what family
you are in, ana where you are on

the tree!
Love Your Big
A<D Big/Lil' 2000

10pm & 7:30am
Now on Fridays!

Wood Lane will be on campus for the
Holiday Hiring Open House located in
Saddlemire Building, Room 300,
Wednesday, October 24,
from 1:00 PM- 5.00 PM

Residential

Help Wanted

For Sale
19 inch TV/VCR, Brand new/won at
contest. $150. call Chris @ 3530189.
1995 Saturn, 4 dr.. 5 spd , sunroof.
AC, power windows & locks. $4000.
3520784
Alhletic Event Calendars For Sale
SAAC (Student Alhletic Advisory
Committee) is selling event calendars now for just 55 00 Call Janna
Blais at 2-2401.
Comics for sale:
DC. Marvel 70s to 90s
Call Dave 8 353-2056
Dorm fridge. 352-2905, after
5:30pm, $50, like new
Tender Strai B&W guitar, hard case,
Peavy 110 AMP, $500 Call Mike
353-8116.
HONDAS FROM $500' Police impounds and tax reposl For listings 1 800-719-3001 ext4558

For Rent

•■•■•■•■•I

354-6166

Life Guard

Help Wanted

Cla-Zel Theatre

Downtown BG * 353-1361
wwwgreateastern.hollywood com

Small Pat* Welcome'

Holiday Hiring Open House
Thursday, October 26
l:00p.m.-5:00p.m.
Come Check out our
Employment Opportunities

Community Employment

Varsity Square Apia.
353-771B
505 Clough St Apt B22 2 BR unfurn apt $500.00 mo Tenants pay
8as & electne. No pets! Deposit
500 00 Call John Newlovc Real
Estnle at 354-2260
BG house/rooms tor rent. 4 bedroom. $700'mo . utils 419-9372215.
Hillsdale Apt/1082 Fairview. One
bedroom, dishwasher. A/C. carports.
Starts at $39000 mo Available
Nov. 1 Call 353-5800
Large 3 bdrm apt tor rent, spring
semester, fully furnished, spacious.

clean. Call 419-352-9593.
Compctilivc Salary & Excellent Benefit*
Clean Air Conditioned Environment

Kitchen

•• 2001-2002 listings available "
Will mall or pick-up at office. 316 E.
Merry »3 or call 353-0325.
' female roommate needed through
May 15. $250'month Pay only electnc Call Amanda at 354-3171.
1 female subleaser needed, 2 bedroom apartment at University
Courts. Own spacious bedroom, all
utilities included, except electric.
Please call 353-0183. ask tor Lee.
1. 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only
$430
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen

Services

Production
Full-time 2nd & 3rd Shifts Available
Part-time flexible hours

/:*>*

BttaMBaM
Manufacturing Process
IE

Wood County Board of Mental Retardation

Marketing

and Developmental Disabilities

Customer Applications & Support

11160 E. Gypsy Lane Rd, Bowling Green
www.woodmrdd.org

Inventory Materials
Inventory Cycle Count Technician
EOE/M/F/H/DV/VV

Now renting for May 2001
3 bdrm lownhouses 5800/month
plus utilities, no pets
Call 353-0494
Professor will share large home with
graduate student or other protessor,
large wooded lot: 2 wood burning
fire places. $275/ including utilities.
call 352-5523 and leave message.
Spacious, one bedroom apt.
215 E Poe Rd/Evergreen Apts
On-site laundry facility
Starting $365.00 month
Available now!
Call 353-5800
Subleasers needed beginning January 13. 2/3 bedroom house, big
kitchen and porch, close to campus
and downtown. $555/month. 208 E.
Merry Apt A. Please call Sarah or
Angela 352-3164
■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•i

www.bgsu.edu/recsports
A leading manufacturer of wire terminating devices

INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES II FACULTY/STAFF FITNESS

that serves a wide range of industrial applications.

Flexibility & Stretching
Tuesdays from November 7-Novcmber 28
Noon-l:00pm OR 5:30-6 30pm

<

Laarn the bensf its of
flexibility as wall as
stretching
techniques to enhance
range of motion
using a resist-a-ball.

Cost: Members: $10; Non-members: $20
II hand-delivering. du« by 3:00pm to 130 P«rrv Field
House If tending electronic airy, entries ere due by noon

SPORT CLUBS
Man'* lea Hockey versus Michigan State
Saturday, October 28 at 9:45pm
BGSU Ice Arena

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Rec Sports Ski Trip
January 3-9, 2001
Trip Includes:
6 nights lodging
out ol 5 days lift tickets
airfare from Detroit
transportation to ekl
resort
and much morepurchase this trip and
receive a hal'-day
skiing (ree
Steamboat Ski Area, CO

Have family visiting for Family
Weekend? Look for your Rec Sports
coupon in next week's Rec Sports
Report!

Participant Limit: 15

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS
Mountain Bike Trip
I
Oakwood Park in Napoleon
! Data: Sunday, October 29
! Tima: 9:00am-5:00pm
! Coil: $10 (students/members);
$15 (non-members)
! Ragiitration Daadlina:
!
Wed.. Oct. 25 in
the SRC Main Office
Kayaking Workshops
Studant Rac Cantar Coopar Pool
October 30, 2000
| Tima: 7:00pm or 8:15pm
| Cost: $10 (students/members)
$15 (non-members)
Sign up today in tha SRC Main Office
Call 2-2790 or email bcavins@bgnet
for more information.

BREADS
Reg Breadsticks
with pizza sauce, ranch
dressing, or garlic butter
sauce 5/275 or 10/5.50
Stuffed brd stx
w/1 item 6/6.75 or 3/3.75
must be same items
Garlic Fingers
4.75
10" x dough with gark
butter sauce, mozz ch.
oregano. A parm. ch
Cheesy Bread Stx 4.75
thick 10" dough w/mounds
ofdv

WINGS

.>

DO3EG0

LBTfTrfiQ

10
1S
10

3.00
4.25
5.75
BB0 Sauce 25«
Red Hot Sauce 25«

Chicken Fingers
6
3.00 12 ...5.50
wrranc/i flflO. or pirra
pjurj
Extra Saute or
SourCr. 25f
Zesty Cheese Sauce 25i

Sli'a Chocolate
Chip Cheesecake
1.25

Tomato Bread
3.50
with garlic butter sauce,
torn. A mozz. cheese

* :■"■

October 31. 2000
Student Ree Center
3:OOpm—11:OOpm

Mou. Ch. Sticks
6 3.00 12.... 5.50
wiranch orpuza sauce

kn»'

l"TZ2Xr 203 N

MAIN

»»l».|0WU«C •

4 Potato Skins
3.50
with cheddar S sour
cream & choree of baton
0i broccoli
The Works
4.25
4 potatoes, Cheddar,
bacon, broccoli, oniom,
& sour cream
CfltZOrVftocoeporteW^
w/pizza or white sauce,
mozz Ch and any 1 item'
2.75 each
extra item 50r. (ck=2).
v
\^

tVrl- i ■■ff-1-,

WE'RE MORE THAN
JUST GREAT PIZZA!

RexrationaJ Sports will accepting applications

for Lifeguards for Spring 2001 from
Nov. 1-3 in th« SBC Main Office.

SNACKS

Medium

Garlic Bread{6 slices) 2.00
with cheese
2.50

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
LIFEGUARDS WANTED

Try Pisanello's Great Tasting Wings,
Breads, Snacks 8k Calzones

Game.
[Test your skill with
NTN Interactive Sports &
Trivia Games!]
New For You

FREE DELIVERY
LIMITED AREA

352-5166

Food's never been
llu\ much fini!

The

Gavel
Wednesday, October 25,2000

DKLTA

Alcohol awareness month ends with bash
By Darcy Emmert

EPS1L0N

THETA

KAPPA

LAMBDA

OMICRON

Alcohol...it's a hot topic among
college students at Bowling Green
State University, because October is
Alcohol Awareness Month.
To encourage alcohol awareness,
the Wellness Connection will help
sponsor many non-alcoholic events
this month. Fatal Vision Goggles,
Psychedelic Disco, and the Monster
Mash Wellness Bash are a few of the
main events on campus.
Fatal Vision Goggles will help

show a person the effects of alcohol
on motor skills. You can try these
goggles on outside the Business and
Administration building on Oct. 26
from 2 -5 p.m.
The Psychedelic Disco is a
costume dance in Eppler North Gym,
on Oct. 26 from 9:30p.m. -12:30 a.m.
The disco will give students a nonalcoholic event to dance at and
opportunities to win prizes for the best
disco costumes.
Another event on Oct. 31, from 311 p.m., is the Monster Mash
Wellness Bash. This will include

Franken Funk Aerobics, Nightmare
on Ridge St. Haunted House—
sponsored by UAO, a costume
contest, and other events all held at
the Recreation Center. Student Health
Services, the Wellness Connection,
and other campus groups will have
tables set up for more information on
their services and free stuff to pick
up.
"This month is a way to get
students involved in non-alcoholic
events on campus. There are many
Continued on page 8

Presidential Election 2000:
What's the difference between Bush and Gore?
By Jenn Trevino
As presidential candidates George
W. Bush and Al Gore crank up the
heat on their campaigns many voters
remain in the cold about the issues
and proposals these candidates
support.
Although there has been a rising
interest among young voters during
campaign 2000 a large amount of
potential voters have little certainty
about who or what they will be voting
for November 7.

As the race quickly arrives to its
final
stretch
commercials,
newspapers, magazines, and TV news
reports have resorted to briefly
mentioning the issues that candidates
began vocalizing months ago.
Republican Governor George W
Bush and Democratic Vice President
Al Gore currently occupy the

SIGMA

111'SII.ON

Vote 2000... details
When: November 7
Where: Memorial Hall.
BGSU
Democratic Candidates: Al
Gore and Lieberman
Republican Candidates:
George W. Bush and Cheney

Continued on page 4
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By Adrian Mitchell

What are teas?
As a new member in my chapter, our first function was a "crush tea".
This was very confusing to me as my active sisters handed me three invitations to invite whomever I wanted. It was from 6-9 at Uptown and everyone seemed to be excited.
Tea, as defined in the dictionary is, an afternoon
reception or social gathering at which tea is served.
Nowadays that doesn't sound like much fun, but
after speaking with some of my alumni this past
weekend I guess that is how these teas used to be.
Over the years this social function has some what
changed. Now.no actual tea is served and they usually occur at night.
So, no we don't all sit around sipping tea and
eating cookies. It has become much more socialized, taking place at a town bar where people of the
legal drinking age may drink and everyone talks
and dances the night away.
As a senior this year I can say I finally understand these "teas". The following outlines the different types of teas that are common to BGSU
Greeks.
There are crush teas which are just between each
individual chapter, where you are given invitations
to invite friends.
2-way teas involve two Greek chapters.
4-way teas which involve four chapters which
can consist of fraternities or sororities.
They are actually really fun, so don't be worried
when your chapter announces that you will be having one.

3

lease send your questions about Greek life to:
The Gavel
210 West Hall
BGSU

It's Tea Time.'
• On December 26, 1773 a large band of
patriots, disguised as Mohawk Indians,
boarded three English tea ships. They
dumped 342 crates of tea into the Boston
I larbor.

• Tea is believed to help in reducing
tumors, helping in the prevention of
cancers, and even in inhibiting tooth
decay.

• Tea bags were a marketing accident.
When promoting his tea company in
New York in the early 1900s, a merchant
took small samples of his loose-leaf tea
and sewed them into little canvas bags as
promotional giveaways. Prospective
customers dropped the little bags
directly into boiling water and the
"tcabag" was bom.

• Some people read tea leaves to predict
the future. Tasseography. as it's called is
an anciet Chinese practice that spread to
Europe with nomadic gypsies in the mid
1800s.

• Cher and Judi Dench star in the film
'Tea with Mussolini".

1

Cold tea will clean woodwork.

These fads are derived from the fofollowing web sites:
www.soyouwanna.com
www.sogang.ac.kr
«»» bmliinlrapiirlwhip com
nw» mum com
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ful 20-year-old, majoring in elementary education, in a sorority, with lots
of friends, lots of dates and a beautiful voice.
Cooper has

...a mother's account of
acquaintance rape and depression...
By Kristin M. French
On New Year's Eve, 1995, my
husband's and my life changed forever.
"We arrived home al 2:00 a.m.,
only to find our precious daughter, our
only child, dead from a self-inflicted
gunshot wound."
Andrea Fuller Cooper is recalling
the night her daughter Kristin committed suicide. Kristin was a beauti-

happened at home, he could not deal
with it and broke up with her. This
may not have been the only reason,
but in her mind it was.
Depression is a
dealt with her
very common redaughter's death
sult of rape and
by telling her
when Kristin went
story
titled
back to school she
Kristin's Story:
had all of the clasConsequences of
sic signs. She was
Acquaintance
missing classes
Rape.
and her grades
While Kristin
dropped. She sufwas home during
fered from sleepbreak a friend that
ing problems and
she had trusted
was up all night
and known for
and slept during
^br-^l
over two years
the day. Due to
raped her. Kristin
her depression she
told a friend about
gained
weight and
Kristin Rcbcccn ( tm|V! ■
the rape but did
had started taking
not go to the polaxatives. Her solice or seek counrority sisters tried
seling. When Kristin told her longto get counseling for Kristin but she
term boyfriend from school what had
missed all her appointments.
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B.G/s Largest selection of
Greek Merchandise
Sqeeze Bottles
Stickers
Frames
Chalkboards
Stationary
Shot Glasses
Glass Mugs
Windo Stickers
Gift Wrap
Key

T-Shirts
Tanks
Sweatshirts
Windbreakers
Hats
Jackets
Sorority Bags
Coflee Mugs
Plastic Mugs
Tumblers

Playing Cards
Magnets
Candy
Jars Socks
Jewelry
Watches
Pins
Pencils/Pens
Bumper Stickers
Window Stickers
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Attention Greek Leaders!!

Banks Organizers
Calendars
BGSU Clothing
Dry Cleaning Service
Tuxedo Rental
Greeting Cards
Balloon Bouquets
Balloons
I.D. Covers
Check book Covers

This Space
Could Be

YOURS!!
Don't miss out!! The next Gavel

• Best Selection • Best Service <
Best Quality
Your Sewn on Letters and
Embroidery Specialists

is November 20th

^TBook Your „
X Paddle Party ^ iA
-5 Now For J>*N™
/
Paddle ^
Collegiate Connection
Special 4.
531 Ridge Street
20 - 30% off ^
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

'*W

(419)352-8333

Then it was time for Christmas
break and Kristin returned home. She
put on a front to all her friends and
family and did let them see how depressed she was. This is why her suicide came as such a shock to everyone who knew her.
By telling the story of her daughter Kristin, Cooper hopes that she can
help others who are dealing with rape
or depression.
In her program Andrea describes
the warning signs and offers insight
as to how to approach a sister or anyone that is dealing with such pain.
She will discuss how to be a good lisr
tener and what options a victim of
rape has.
Coper is a member of Delta Delta
Delta and her daughter Kristin was
an Alpha Chi Omega. Both sororities jointly sponsor the program.
Cooper will be speaking at Bowling Green State University on October 30, in Olscamp Hall Room 101 at
9:00 p.m.
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Advertising Deadline is Nov. 14*
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more information, contact
Mark Ozimek @ 372-2605

FOP

or stop by 204 West Hall
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Election 2000 continued
spotlight in the presidential race. Both
candidates vigorously focus on such
issues as education, health care, social
security and tax cuts.

Education is the number one
priority of Gore's plans for the future.
If elected president. Gore will raise
teacher pay and hire 100,000 new
teachers to reduce the size of
classrooms. Gore supports national
education standards and teacher merit
payGore encourages the modernization
of schools, rebuilding outdated
schools and wiring the Internet to
every classroom. Gore proposes the
creation of a National Tuition Savings
Program to help families invest money
into special trusts that will contribute
to their children's tuition. Gore also
proposed making college tuition tax
deductible. Unlike his opponent, Gore
opposes school vouchers for private,
religious, and home schools.

Bush not only supports school
vouchers, but also further
development of charter schools by
investing $300 million in a charter
school homestead fund. Bush stands
behind the establishment of
Education Savings Accounts. He
supports awarding extra college
financial aid to high school students
who take advanced math and science
courses. Bush supports an increase
in Pell Grants by $1,000 to students
who take college-level math and
science courses in high school. For
younger students, Bush plans to
allocate $5 billion to establish a
"Reading First" initiative. He will
also provide $2 billion in new
funding for after school programs.

Focus on the issue of health care
has been directed toward the
availability of prescription drugs.
Gore proposed using the federal
budget surplus to offer a voluntary
prescription drug benefit for

Are you eligible to vote?
Students who do not permanently reside in Wood County are not
able to vote in the November 7 election unless they request an absentee
ballot.
To recieve an absentee ballot for the general election, contact the
Board of Elections office in your home county. The Wood County
Board of Elections can provide you with the telephone number.
When requesting an absentee ballot, provide the Board with your
name, permanent address and school address. You will also have to
submit a copy of your signature.
Absentee ballots must be requested by November 3.
Students who miss the November 3 deadline can still vote. On
election day, go to the Wood County polls and register as a walk-in
vote. You must register as a resident of Wood County.
Voting will take place on November 7.
Voting sights in Wood County are Memorial Hall (BGSU),
For more information, please contact the Wood County Board of
Elections.
The Board of Elections is located on the 200 block of East Court
St. The Board is open from 8:30 - 4:30 Monday through Friday.
The telephone number is 354-9120.

Medicare beneficiaries. Gore
supports providing low- income
seniors with prescription drug
coverage for chronic illnesses.
Bush supports prescription drug
availability to low income seniors as
well, but thorough subsidies instead
of the budget surplus. If elected
president, Bush will push for privatesector based prescription drug benefit
for Medicare beneficiaries.
Social SiTiirilx:
Gore's social security plans
include using $2.2 trillion of the
Social Security surplus to build up the
program, pay down the debt; saving
billions of dollars in interest. Gore
then plans on placing a "lock box" on
payroll taxes to prohibit borrowing
against the Social Security trust fund.
Gore supports an increase in benefits
for widows and the elimination of the
"motherhood penalty" for working
mothers.
Bush plans to set aside the entire
projected Social Security surplus of
$2.39 trillion to build up the program.
Along with setting the surplus aside
Bush supports the partial privatization
of Social Security by allowing
participants to invest 2 percent of their
payroll taxes in the stock market.
Bush also backs a current provision
for pay benefits to widows, widowers,
and the disabled.

Gore supports an increase in
defense
spending,
on
the
modernization of the military. If
elected president. Gore will provide
military retirees over 65 with
prescription drug coverage.
Bush also supports an increase in
defense spending which will include
a $1 billion increase in military pay.
Bush has proposed spending an
additional $20 billion on defense
research and development for postCold War weapons systems.

Bush proposes a ten year $1.3
trillion tax cut. If elected. Bush
pledges to eliminate any income tax
increase. He plans on using $2.17
non-social security surplus in the
following areas: $1.3 trillion on tax
cuts, $475 billion on domestic
programs and $265 billion in reserve.
If elected Bush would eliminate the
national debt by 2016.
Gore proposes $480 billion in
targeted tax cuts over the next ten
years. His proposal includes using
$2.17 non-social security surplus in
four areas: $480 billion on targeted
taxes, $360 billion to build up the
Medicare program, $870 billion on
domestic programs, and $300 billion
on reserve. If elected Gore would
eliminate the national debt by 2012
< ml Ki;'hl. ,\ I lu I imriimiU'lll

Gore supports abortion rights.
Bush only supports abortions in cases
of rape, incest, or to save a woman';
life.
Gore supports affirmative action;
Bush opposes quotas and racial
preferences.
Gore supports delegating gay
adoption decisions to adoption
professionals. Bush opposes gay
adoptions.
Gore supports the Employee NonDiscrimination Act which would
prohibit the termination of an
employee based on sexual preference.
Bush opposes the Act.
Gore supports tougher hale crime
legislation. Bush opposes the
expansion of laws concerning hate
crimes.
Gore supports lifting the ban on
gays in the military. While Bush
opposes lifting the ban he supports the
"Don't ask Don't tell" policy.
Continued on next page
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Gore opposes the exploration of
oil and gas in the Alaskan National
Wildlife Refuge. Bush supports such
explorations and would instruct the
Energy Department to look for other
federal lands that could be opened.
While Gore supports the Kyoto
global warming agreement. Bush
does not support it, but does support
the continued research on the causes
and impact of global wanning.
Both candidates oppose same- sex
marriages and allowing homosexuals
to openly serve in the military.
Gore and Bush are both advocates
for capitol punishment.
Oiliei Candidates'
The issues that presidential
candidates Bush and Gore support
are not limited these.
To find out more log onto
www.cnn.com/ELECTION/2000/
re sources/where.they.stand/
index.html or
www.c-span.ore/catnpaign2000/.
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Community Calendar
October 25

November 4

PHC New Member Pinning
9:00, 111 Olscamp

October 26
Delta Sigma Theta 3on3 Basketball
Student Recreation Center

October 27
Emerging Leaden
Delta Sigma Theta Haunted House

October 28
Delta Sigma Theta Breast Cancer Breakfast
9:00 a.m. Towers
Delta Sigma Theta Breast Cancer Walk
11:00 Ice Arena

October 30
Kristin's Story
9:15 101 Olscamp

Pi Beta Sigma/FIJI 3on3 Basketball
Fieldhouse
November 5
Delta Zeta Turtle Tug
November 7
Elections
November 14
PHC Executive and Cabinet Elections

i

November 17
Chi Omega Basketball Challenge
Field House, Call Delilah 2-3207
November 20
The Gavel Conies Out!

October 31
Happy Halloween

The ideal President ...an erin norman point of view
By Erin V. Norman
After watching the recent
debates. I don't feel that the
topics that the candidates are
addressing concern our age
group at all. More importantly,
I don't think that politics are
presented in a way that appeals
to young adults.
Have you ever heard Jesse
Ventura speak at an event?
Regardless of what he is
speaking about, you can tell
that there is no bullshitting.
Ventura tells you what he
honestly feels about topics.
More importantly, Ventura is
not afraid to talk about touchy

subjects like drugs, abortion
and what the US is doing
wrong.
I cannot say these things
about Gore or Bush.
I think that a good president
would be someone who has
experienced some sex, drugs
and rock-n-roll. Then they
would have a better perception
of what most Americans have
experienced. 1 would like to
hear a president say, "Yes, I
inhaled - and it was the shit."
It seems that we are
accepting candidates that are
not up to par. They can usually

deal with other county's
dilemmas, but their ability to
handle the US is poor.
Neither of the presidential
candidates appeal to me - in
any way. Yet, I do find it
absolutely necessary to vote.
Even if the candidates
aren't perfect, everyone needs
to vote. It is the only way we
have some control over our
country.
If you see some flaws in the
candidates, just remember that
you're not perfect either.

Minnesota Senator, Jesse Ventura
speaks his mind.

\-
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Gore vs. Bush
IjeanA,
♦Compiled by Nick Hurm

Geroge W. Bush

Al Gore
Harvard

Graduated

Yale

1969

Year

1968

Government with honors

Degree

Harvard Class President

Position held

A straight guy in the best sense of the
word. Did not have a magnetic personality. A stoic and machine-like
figure.
Smoking dope during college days.
Other reports by friends: Consumed magic brownies laced with
marijuana and saw Al passed out on
the Dunster House (Harvard dorm)
couches.
Al Gore on how Harvard helped his
political career: "It was the wind in my
sails."
Organized a protest against the
nightly servings of chicken
gravy in the dining room.
(Al had balooned to 210 lbs.)

Desribed by his friends as

Canidate admits to

Quote about college

What they did with
their entitled position

History
President of Delta Kappa Epsilon

A frat house prankster; compared
to the character Bluto (John
Bulushi) from the movie "Animal
House."
Getting caught up in the era of the
1960's. Bush does not elaborate on
what exactly he did while in college. Other reports by friends:
Bush was a drinker.
"I had fun at Yale. I got a lot of good
friends out of Yale. I can't remember
what I felt like, that was 32 years
ago."
Was a decision maker for Delta Kappa
Epsilon. After graduation joined the
National Guard and took an
"unaspiring job" with an agriculture
company.

•Information on canidatcs can be found in articles written by The Washington Post. Al Gore, the Havard years written by David Maraniss and Ellen Nalashima Dec. 26. 1999. Geroge Bush article written by
George La/dner and Lois Romano July 28, 1999.
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Falcon
'Family

Page 7
Students.
"The weekend is full of activities
designed to take students and their
family members away from their
everyday stresses and kick back and

Thanksgiving holiday, not to mention
you can hit mom and dad up for a trip
to the grocery store.
This event was formally known as
Parents' Weekend, and was changed

"There is something for everyone to enjoy from fine arts to football."
- Amy 0"Donnell, Assistant Dean of Students

By Nicole Valek
Falcon Family Fest: Family
Weekend 2000 is just around the
corner. The weekend of November 3
to the 5 has great potential for
establishing positive ties between
family members and the larger
community.
" The most important thing about
Falcon Family Fest, is the chance for
students and their parents and other
family members to get together at BG
to celebrate being a family member
within the larger BGSU family," said
Amy O'Donnell, Assistant Dean of

enjoy what Bowling Green has to
offer in the way of good, wholesome
entertainment."
O'Donnell said, "Students should
invite their families because it is an
exciting weekend on campus. There
is something for everyone to enjoy
from the fine arts to football. This is
a time when we can celebrate our
institution's core value of 'pride in a
job well done' because so many
departments on campus roll out the
red carpet to welcome families."
She also added that it is also a good
time to have parents bring up warmer
clothes for the winter and take
summer clothes home before the

to Family Weekend because the
organizers of the event wanted it to
include the entire family so they
could all enjoy visiting for the
weekend.
Some activities that families are
encouraged to attend include:
The football game against
Marshall at 1:30 p.m. on Saturday.
University Village, which includes a
tent, food, entertainment, and
inflatable games for younger
children, opens at 11 a.m.
The Student Recreation Center is
participating in the weekend by
offering "Workout with a Parent."
The SRC and Perry Field House will

be open free of charge to BGSU
families when accompanied by a
student with the BG News coupon.
On Friday, from 8-10 p.m. and on
Sunday from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. there
will be open skating at the Ice Arena.
On Friday and Saturday night at 8
p.m. the University Theatre
production is having "On Line!"
Newcomers Showcase at Joe E.
Brown Theatre, University Hall. It
is an original student production that
reflects the experiences of newcomers
to Bowling Green. Tickets are $5.
On Sunday at 3 p.m. at Anderson
Arena, join Dr. Hubert Toney Jr. and
Dr. Bruce Moss as they conduct The
Falcon Marching Band in the
"Sounds of the Stadium ." General
admission for the performance is $5.
There will also be art exhibits at
the Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery and
the Willard Wankelman Gallery in the
Fine Arts Center.
For more information, Family
Weekend brochures are available in
the Office of Student Life.

University Bookstore
Conveniently Located on Campus

• BGSU Souvenirs
• BGSU Shirts & Sweatshirts
• New & Used Textbooks

A

r\ r\

A

Seniors Order Your
• Cap and Gown
• Announcements

Mon - Thurs: 8 a.m. - 6 p.m?
Friday: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Open Saturdays: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

'charge

ffjs

Greeting Cards
Art & School Supplies
Gifts

Phone: 372-2851

CEH
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Students celebrate
//a((oweer) in costume

§ hosts of

By Nicole Valek
Who said Halloween is
just for little kids? On
Halloween weekend, be on
the lookout for many
mysterious figures walking
around the streets of
Bowling Green.
BGSU students have big
plans for Halloween, and
dressing up seems to be one
of the main themes.
Whether students have big
plans to take road trips to
Ohio University and Ohio
State, or just hang around
here, the majority will get
dressed up to go out.
"Dressing-up for
Halloween is a way to
escape your every day self,
and be something totally
different," said Mike Ryba,
junior accounting major.
Most students said they feel
like it brings back
memories of dressing-up
when they were little.

"Halloween is a fun holiday
where dressing up is a tradition, it
is just something fun everyone
does each year," said Tammy
Cerankowski, senior public
relations major.
Students also look forward to
costume parties where their
friends will have to guess what
they are.
"On Halloween weekend, my
friends and I are going as the
Scooby Doo Gang. I don't know
if anyone will recognize me, but I
look forward to being Daphne and
giving out Scooby Snacks," said
Stacy Muters Baugh, senior
broadcast journalism major.
"I plan on going to Ohio
University. My roommate and I
are going to dress-up like Batman
and Robin. I think dressing-up is
part of the Halloween festivities,"
said Mindy Arnold, senior
Marketing Major.
Students will also celebrate
Halloween by participating in
passing out candy to trick-ortreaters at their apartment

complexes or dormitories.
On Halloween, students have
the opportunity to show-off their
costumes at the Student
Recreation Center. The SRC is
hosting a Monster Bash, Wellness
Mash where students, faculty, and
staff are encouraged to attend from
3 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Some of the
festivities will include a Creepy
Carnival Health Fair and Bake
Sale, Franken-Funk Aerobics
Combo, Nightmare on Ridge
Street Haunted House, a Monster
Dash (5K Run/Walk) and a scary
movie.

Deqqar s
I lor Inp
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Careen is
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31 from 6:30
-8:30.

Alcohol awareness continued...
great events this month, and all year long for
students to have a fun time without the presence of
alcohol.
Campus statistics show that most BGSU students
are making healthy choices in regard to their alcohol
use," said Alcohol Awareness Month Chair Janet
Foldenauer.
High risk drinking is often perceived as the social
norm for college students and others, however it is
not the case. Alcohol Awareness Month shows
students that there are always other activities and
lifestyles to take part in.
On the Greek side of things, many chapters
provide designated drivers for each weekend night
or at major functions, or have non-alcoholic
sisterhoods or brotherhoods when the members can

all just hang out and talk.
Another important non-alcoholic entity to the
Greek system is GAMMA—Greeks Advocating
Mature Management of Alcohol.
"The main point of this group is mature
management of alcohol among Greeks and
everyone," Liability Awareness Chair of
Panhellcnic Council, Amy Shumaker said.
GAMMA's main purpose is to symbolize
responsibility and commitment to risk
management and advocate general health and
education of fraternity and sorority members.
Many people have an incorrect perception of
what Greek life is about, and GAMMA represents
what it should be about, responsibility and good
health and relationships.

Compiled by Melissa Kimbler
Bowling Green State University is the home of
at least two spirits.
One of the most famous ghosts is Amanda who
lives in the Chi Omega sorority house.
Amanda's story is featured in Haunted Ohio, a
book by former BGSU student Chris Woodyard.
According to Haunted Ohio, Amanda rushed the
Chi Omega sorority, but was killed by a train on
the night she was asked to join. Amanda wanted so
badly to become a Chi Omega that her spirit
returned to the sorority house.
Amanda shares a room on the second floor of
the house. She also has a spot on the sorority's
composite. In 1986, Amanda's place on the photo
was left out. That composite regularly falls off the
wall.
Amanda has also been rumored to make shelves
fall, rattle cups in the kitchen and cause the phones
to ring while off the hook.
Another ghost dwells in the Eva Marie Saint
Theater.
In Haunted Ohio, Woodyard
retells the tale of Alice, an actress
who was playing Desdemona in
Othello. During the performance she
was killed by a falling object.
Now, the stage manager must invite Alice to
every performance in order for things to go well.
If not invited, Alice may become upset and sabotage
the performance.
In Haunted Ohio, students recall a performance
of Othello in 1986. During the play, an actor waiting
in the wings noticed a woman dressed as
Desdemona. However, the actress playing
Desdemona was on stage.

r —— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — H

Do you have a ghost?
Clues that your house might be haunted
|
j
|
I
I

• A cold spot that you can walk in and out of
■ Flickering lights
-The sound of footsteps
• Globes of light
-Things mysteriously disappear and reappear
www.invink com
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Sorority walks to fight cancer

<^ Ribbon raises cancer
\ awareness

By Nicole Valek
Come help fight cancer by
participating in the Breast Cancer
Walk hosted by the Delta Sigma Theta
sorority.
The three mile walk will take place
on October 28 at 11:00 a.m. starting
at the ice arena.
Anyone is welcome to become
involved in this event. Organizations
are asked to pledge $100. Individual
students are asked to pledge $5 to
walk. Participants are encouraged to
get sponsors for additional money.
All of the charges are bursarable.
"Society often looks over the
needs of the college population. All
of the ills that plague the nation affect
us as well. The breast cancer walk
will emphasize the fact that college
men and women arc at risk and need
to do self examinations on a regular
basis," said Kimili Sims, President of
Delta Sigma Theta. "Being in college
does not excuse people from the risk
that comes form terrible diseases like
breast cancer."
Proceeds will benefit minority
women with breast cancer, the
African-American Women's Cancer

Support Group of Northwest Ohio,
and the American Cancer Society.
According to Jihan Davenport,
junior nursing major, "Many of us
have lost family and friends to cancer,
and there has been a lot of people who
have been able to survive because of
events like this. We are a community
service oriented sorority and would
like to give back to the community in
any way possible."
Before the walk, there will be a
breakfast at 9:00 a.m. at Towers
Dining Center.
Guest speakers Debbie Simmons,
a BGSU alumni and part of the
Minority Women With Breast Cancer
Uniting, and Bessy Mack of the
Arfican-American Women's Cancer
Support Group will emphasize the
importance of breast cancer
awareness.
All participants will receive pink
ribbons and pamphlets on breast
cancer.
Sign-ups arc available in Olscamp
Hall or for further information you
can contact the Delta Sigma Theta
sorority by calling 372-2455.

Breast Cancer Action's most visible starting point has been
the introduction of a breast cancer symbol. It ws conceived and
designed by a Canadian breast cancer patient and develped by
the survivors in Breast Cancer Action.
The purpose of the symbol is to raise awareness of breast cancer. It salutes
the courage of the women who live with this disease and it honors the memory
of those women who have died. It represents the reality of breast cancer and
it challenges the medical and the scientific communities to address the
increasing incidence and the deaths.
The unique teardrop shape represents the tears shed when we or our loved
ones are diagnosed with this disease. The rose-pink ribbon represents the
thousands of Canadian women diagnosed each year. The black lining represents
the thousands who have died.
Each time the symbol is explained to a family member who is grieving
over the loss of a loved one due to breast cancer, the black ribbon in the symbol
acknowledges and shows respect for ;hat person's life. The families appreciate
this gesture and feel the memory of their loved one carries on and helps draw
attention to this dreadful disease.
L

Taken from "Our Symbol
~bcanet/text/symbot html

http://magt.com/

Breast cancer is the second most common form of cancer among
women in the US, and the second leading cause of cancer deaths
among women.

(B^ilvha Gmicton Qpi
Q'Velromes z^ls QNCMCM o4/embers

The Gavel asks:

What are you going to be for Halloween?

Kristin Colella

Rochelle Perez

Karry Hazard

Laurie Wolf

Lindsey Schmidt

Shannon Davis

Wendi Gaus

Kristin Aernie

Coleen Bachlor

Erin Gagliano

Blanca Lopez

Karen Roberts

Maureen O'Connell
Erin Norman and
Kristin Seaholm:
"Charlie's Angels"

Chris Lewis:
A synchronized
swimmer

Pete Stella:
"Pokemon"

We Love You!

—October 25,2000
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Leaders emerge from
annual retreat

dance marathon
2001

Camila Salazar
60 members of the Greek
community will be given the chance
to boost their leadership,
motivational, and team-building skills
at this years Emerging Leaders retreat
to be held the weekend of October 27
at Camp Miakonda.
Targeting new members who have
an exceptional amount of leadership
capability, three individuals from
each house are chosen by a chapter
vote.
"The main goal of the Emerging
Leaders retreat is to focus on the
individual's leadership style, and have
them take that back to their chapter,"
said team leader, Sommer Echterling.
Upon arrival, members are
randomly placed into one of six
individuals from different chapters.
No one from the same chapter is
placed together in one group, which
allows individuals to stay away from
stereotypes they may have against
another chapter. Here, the emphasis
is on meeting new people, building
friendships and learning from others
the skills needed to become an

effective leader.
To assist the development process,
each group has a team leaders.
Panhellenic Council president and
previous team leader, Nikki Smith
said, "Being selected as a team leader
is a huge honor. It is so'beneficial
not only to the team leader as they
are able to partake in the 'emerging'
process, but for the attendants as
well."
This year's team leaders were
selected after completing an
application and interview process.
They are Joe Drayer, Sommer
Echterling, Greg Fisher, Sara
Gulfoyle, Scott Kazura, and Jen
Peregord.
This year's Emerging Leaders
retreat i>: e.xne.r.ted to be iust as
successful as it has been in previous
years. According to Echterling, "The
best thing about Emerging Leaders
are the friendships you form,
surpassing any stereotypes, and
sparking the leadership drive that lies
within the individual...It's an
experience no Greek should miss."

Arts & Sciences to host luncheon
The College of Arts and Sciences
will present best-selling novelist
Elizabeth Atkins Bowman as its
featured Forum luncheon speaker.
Bowman will speak at 21:30 p.m. on
Wednesday Nov. 1 following a noon
' luncheon in 1104 Offenhauer West.
Bowman, a former race relations
reporter for The Detroit News and
freelance writer for Fox 2 News in
Detroit, will delve into the dynamics
of being biracial.
. An author of two novels. White
Chocolate and Dark Secrets,
BowmaVs work brings to the
forefr6nrfrle issues of mixed race.
Drawing upon her personal

experiences, she will discuss how
people who belong to more than one
race are increasingly making their
voices heard through media.
Bowman's novels will be available
for purchase and signing following
her presentation.
Lunch will be catered and served
at noon in 1104 Offenhauer West.
The cost of luch is $5.75.
Any students that would like to
come at 12:30 p.m. for the
presentation
are
welcome.
Reservations must be make by Friday
Oct. 27 by contacting the college
office at 372-2340.

...many students are already
working hard...
By Marcy Plesha

"The Mission of Bowling Green Stale University Dance Marat lion,is
to build hope and provide inspiration for the children of Northwest
Ohio. Our goal is not only to raise money for the children but also to
involve the members of campus and community by making a difference in the lives of children..."
-Mission Statement, Bowling Green State University Children's Miracle
Network Dance Marathon

In five short months the
University will reconvene for
Bowling Green State University's 6th
annual Children's Miracle Network
Dance Marathon. It is 32 hours
packed full of laughter, tears, aches,
pains, cheering, and dancing for
Mercy Children's Hospital, a
partnership of St. Vincent Hospital
and the Medical College of Ohio.
Funding for this event is done
through sponsorship by corporate and
local businesses, as well as the
fundraising done by students, faculty
and student organizations on campus.
Dance Marathon 2001 is under the
direction of Senior Pete Titas.
Titas has been actively involved in
dance marathon as a dancer, a moral
captain, and a member of last year's
steering committee. Assisting Titas
is Bryan Roberts, the Assistant
Director of Internal Affairs; Brooke
Mohajer, Assistant Director of
External Affairs; Allie Koscho
Assistant Director of Planning; and
13 other members of the Dance
Marathon 2001 Steering Committee.
Last year over 300 dancers from
organizations across the campus
contributed to raising over

$233,000.00. This year's Dance
Marathon is hoping to set yet another
record for money raised by a sixth
year marathon.
The students, as well as the
community of Bowling Green may
participate in local fundraisers for
Dance Marathon.
Shannon Riday, Special
Promotions, has already begun to plan
events for fundraisers this year.
'There will be the classics like
Burger King nights. Tanning
Packages, and the 150 day
countdown. But keep your eyes open
for new opportunities for you to
support Dance Marathon 2001."
Aside from fundraising, students
of Bowling Green State University
have many opportunities to get
involved in Dance Marathon. In
addition to getting involved as a
dancer, moraler, or DGR (Dancer
Group Representative), students have
to opportunity to join a committee to
help set up and run Dance Marathon.
You can find more information at
www.bgsu.edu/studentlife/
organizations/miracle/siteindex.html

October 25,2000
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Who is using
BGBet?

ITS can help
If you would like to
get your BGnet mail forwarded to another Internet
provider contact ITS at
www.bgsu.edu/offices/its or
visit them at 129 Hayes Hall.

By Ryan Salsgiver
Thousands of emails are sent out
and around the BGiiU campus
everyday.
Many classes operate over the
Internet as well. In one of my recent
classes the professor sent a list around
for everyone to sign up for a list-proc.
I noticed that a majority of the people
had listed an email address other than
a BGNet address.
This led me to wond;r, "Who is
using BGNet?"
I conducted a random, paper
survey of 100 BGSU students to find
out. I discovered that 49 percent of
students were using a service other
than BGNet. 47 percent said that they
use BGNet, and four percent
answered that they use both BGNet

B

*7^

and another service equally.
The most popular non-BGNet
email provider was America Online,
followed by Hotmail and Yahoo.
Next, I wanted to find out if class
had anything to do with the usage of
a BGNet address. Over two-thirds
of the seniors that I surveyed are using
a non-BGNet account.
Many seniors commented that
using an outside email address will
be more convenient when applying
for jobs and sending resumes.
The junior students that I surveyed
were the opposite: two-thirds of them

Bowling Green's Most Complete
Dining and Entertainment
Establishment

are currently using BGNet. The
freshmen and sophomore students
said that they use BGnet and another
provider equally.
Majority of the freshmen and
sophomores I asked have a separate
email account.
Freshman Farrah Couch said, "I
already had an AOL account when I
got here, but after awhile I started
using my BGNet address. It's easier
to get on class list-procs and talk to
my friends on campus with a BGnet
account."

^m

Open 7 Days a week
FUN FOOD, FUN TIMES FOR FUN PEOPLE
Downstairs
Extensive menu featuring many unique dishes from appetizers to dinners!
• 45 Sandwiches • 90 Brands of Beer • Homemade Soups • Fondue
• Spareribs • Steak • Chops • Seafood • Desserts

Upstairs
Live Entertainment
• Darts • Big Screen TV • Video Games • Pool
104 S. Main Street

j fljp

Diners Club.
Carte Blanc

Remember
to vote
November
7

353-0988

Is Your Import
Feeling 111?
We Have the Cure!
BG's largest and most
complete import facility
CALL 352-7031
12953 Kramer Rd.
Bowling Green

The
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Panhellenic
Bid Day
2000

V \

<m*^

On Monday,
September 25, Bid
Day was held in
Anderson Arena.
Bid Day is a
celebration for the
women who complete
the formal
recruitment process
and will become new
sorority members.
The celebration
featured a DJ and
decorations.

Check out our Website:

October 25,2000
PHC recruitment
concludes

.

www.newloverealty.com

Then dick on rentals

Rental brochure will be ready on December 16th

By Darcy Emmert
Another year of planning, cheers, loud
music and being up at 8 a.m. on weekends
to find new members to join sororities is
finally over.
Fall recruitment has ended and so has
the stress. The new members are getting
to know their chapters and learning about
Greek life on campus. This year's goal
for recruitment was to continue adding
students to Greek organizations.
"The actual structure went smoothly
and Panhellenic executive was very
organized. We were happy because
numbers did not go down from last year,"
said coordinator of Greek Affairs and
Panhellenic advisor Alana Mc Lelland.
At the start of registering, recruitees
were looking pretty scarce, but with the
help of Rho Chi's and chapter members
the total number of women registered to
go through recruitment was 357.
However, by the time the first round
of events came along, 44 women had
either dropped out or decided not to finish
formal recruitment. This left the Rho Chi's
with 313 women to guide throughout the
recruitment process.
Out of those 313 girls who finished the
recruitment process, 210joined sororities.
About 100 women dropped out at some
point during the two weekends of the
process.
At the conclusion of formal
recruitment, each house usually holds an
open recruitment for women who did not
register to go through the formal process.
Between all of the sororities, 66 women
have joined a house through the open
recruitment process, and the numbers are
still increasing.
Many houses are still holding open
recruitment and finding new women to
become a part of their chapter and the
Greek system.

NEWIPVE
Rentals

am
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at
Work
...Stewarts help
sorority women at
home...

Alpha Xi Delta House Stewart,
Larry Hosty, helps prepare
dinner for the women.

By Kristin M. French

$ On an American one-dollar $
$
$
§ bill, there is an owl and a $
5
spider hidden.
♦
$
Can you find them???
$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

#1

Wholesdl&wutrition
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On September 26 the Greek community vowed to discontinue using a
word that is frequently heard in sorority houses as well as appear in the
classified section of The BG News.
The term "house boy" will be
changed to "house Stewart".
Sororities refer to house boys as a
person, typically a male, who assists
in cleaning up after lunch and dinner
is served.
The term originally dates back to
slavery days as a word that refered to
a slave child that worked in the home
of his plantation owner.
The president of the Panhellenic
Council, Nikki Smith said, "We were
not aware of the negative connotation
that this term had and as soon as it
was brought to our attention we took
action."

one* 352-1500
lall:
Onenutrltion(K>hotmall.corrJ

Attention BGSU Faculty, Staff and Students - Let us
help you get the body you've always wanted with
a variety of products from the names you trust;
EAS... MuscleTech... ProLab... SportsPnarma...
CytodyneTechnologles... and many more...
ViMnitnt mil mnrral tumptcM
15J«
S6I99
SJI99
C>M*««>dCyBif4e»

$28 99
J47 99

Bring in your BGSU
ID and receive
10% OFF your
purchase. That
includes students,
faculty and staff.
Unmrnm Xmrtaen

We aim cwry ri Motive pmduci linet (rum
Pn>T*b. T-iaUh. I..M-l* mrl-Ri. World
Wide Spurn Nutrition

•« 51b Whey Pro*«i •

Thrmwdrvnc

' SJ4 99
SII99

I

Handy Household Hints

I To remove kitchen odors:
| • Keep an open jar of vanilla beans
| out
| • Bake orange peels for!5 minutes
| • Put lemon pieces in empty conI tainers
i

Original& Best

PAD*", PARTY
aH

up to 5uB#off retail

Address: 140 East
Wooster, BG-Next to
BW-3's

The unanimous decision was made
at the Panhellenic presidents meeting.
Harry Harris, the house director for
Lambda Chi Alpha said, "I am very
happy that they were able to use an
alternative term. It shows the positive direction that Panhellenic is taking this year."
Alpha Xi Delta house Stewart,
Kyle Erhardt said, "I am glad that my
job title was changed to house
Stewart." He added jokingly that his
vote would have been for House Stud.

*•

1I9E Court St, Bowling Green
419.353.0901
I 800.774.7335

^
FREE Exclusive After Hour. U*e of The Ortek Mart
NW Ohio'* Largest Selection of Paddle*. Frame and other Wood Ghte
FREE Fbza, Sod* & Snack*
FREE Glut and SuppHe* for Building Your Own Wood Gift

Plu*, receive C.Uh Uf~r our already low price* on

EVERYTHING AT THE OREEK MARTV.
Including!
-All Paddle* and Wood Product*
•All Cu*tom 9port*we*r (Pre-Made & Custom Order*)
•All Gift Item*
EVERYTHING!!
Call & Schedule Your Party TODAY!
The Greek Mart 353-0901
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Flag football
begins
By Trent Tice
It's that time again, can you feel
it?
The days are chilly and the nights
cold. Leaves are changing colors and
■ gently falling to the ground. Summer
is gone and winter will be here soon.
Yes, it is that season again, football
season.
Professional, college, and high
school football seasons have already
begun. But, for students here at
Bowling Green, the most important
football season has only just begun.
On Wednesday, Oct. 18,
fraternities and sororities will battle
it out on the gridiron for the Greek
league championship.
Since flag football is so popular,
some fraternities have two teams, an
A and a B team.
Last year, of the 39 Greek teams,
Phi Kappa Tau won the championship
in the fraternity 'A' league by
defeating Sigma Chi 20-0 in the title
game. The 'B' league championship
was won by Sigma Phi Epsilon, 136, over Phi Kappa Tau. Jared
•Freeman, of Sigma Phi Epsilon,
believes that, "both we and the Phi
Tau's have a lot of guys returning and
have a good chance at repeating as
champions."
In the sorority league, Gamma Phi
Beta is the defending champion.
They won 12-6 in the championship
game against Delta Gamma last fall.
According to Thad Long, director
of intramurals here at BGSU, " The
Greek league has always been very
competitive." He also believes that
this will be another big year for flag
football and the number of teams
participating in the Greek league
should be close to last year's totals.
What ever the case is, it is time
for all Greeks to strap on flags, lace
up the spikes, and play some football.

Women's Flag Football
Standings

Women's club soccer team
depend on each other

(as of 10/19)
Team
Alpha Chi Omega

W-L-T
1-0-0

Alpha Gamma Delta

1-0-0

Alpha Omicron Pi

0-1-0

Chi Omega

0-1-0

Gamma Phi Beta

1-0-0

Kappa Kappa Gamma

1-0-0

PhiMu

0-1-0

Upcoming Flag Football
Games:
Women's
Date/Time

Field #

Match

10/25 @ 9:00

3 AXQ vs. Andy's
Angels
10:00 3 ArAvs. AXiJ
10:00 4 <DM vs. Beasts

10/26 @ 7:00
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3 AOn vs. KKr
4 Xflvs.TOB

10/30® 10:00 3 IK vs. AZ
4 IIB* vs. Blitzed
Men's
Date/Time Field #
Match
10/31 @ 8:00 1 ATAvs.<J>KT
2 *rA vs.
9:00 1 <t>rAvs. KI(B
2 nK<t>vs. KA
(B)
10:00 1 KA(A)vs.AX
2 B©n vs. Z<DE

(AJ

Camila Salazar
Hey all you sport fans, picture
this: A complete soccer field. A
soccer field with white boundary
lines, centerfield, midfield and goal
posts clearly marked.
Now throw in BG's finest
women's club soccer team on the
field with the opposing team, in the
heat of the moment when adrenaline
is pumping and the competitive drive
is at its peak.
Can you picture it?
Probably. It's a pretty complete
description of the women's club
soccer team battling it out on the
field, but the one thing missing is
BG's coach. That's right, the
women's club soccer team has
completed half of their season with
no guidance - until now.
"It was difficult throughout the
first few games, but we learned how
to deal with it and have gone on,"
said co-captain of the women's club
soccer team, Stephanie Sizemore.
"Everyone has stepped up
tremendously and we couldn't have
done it without the help of Andy."
Sophomore Andy Accettola has
been this teams hero. He recently
took on the position of "pseudo
coach" after he learned the team was
in need of a guiding mentor. Instead
of trying out for the men's club
soccer team, he agreed to come to
the women's team rescue.
With a record improving toward
500, the team is getting ready to play
their biggest and final game of the
season at the Ohio River Soccer
Classic Tournament to be held the
last weekend in October at Ohio State
University.
Although competition isn't as
fierce at the club level as it is at the

varsity level, where the matches are
more physical and faster paced, the
club soccer team has the sort of
commitment similar to that of varsity
athletes. Their schedule consists of
two-hour practices, four days a week,
with games taking place on the
weekends.
According to Accettola.
"Realistically, club soccer is just a
step down from the varsity level, but
with strict coaching on the brink of
rising, club will become just as
competitive. Right now we're having
a lot of fun and the best thing so far is
all the silly girls on the team."

Women's Club Soccer

Season Recap
9/9
9/10
9/16
9/16
9/17
9/23
9/30
10/1
10/7

vs. Kent State
vs. Dayton
vs. Ohio U
vs. Kentucky
vs. Michigan
vs. Miami
vs. Ball State
vs. Ohio State
vs. Michigan St.

W
L
L
W
L
L
W
L
W

Overall Record: 4-5-0

Next Games:
10/28 OSU Tournament
vs. Penn State 11 a.m.
vs. Kent State 3 p.m.
10/29 Semi-finals/finals
OSU Tournament
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Enter
Professor
Richard Mathey
who revived the
sound, bringing
the men's chorus to life with 12
members in 1971. The voices grew
and got stronger. Today, 98 men make
up the chorus and they are considered
"America's finest singing machine."

$J>outintj i jiiwn SSluta I jnitcisitit

Men's Chorus
By Nick Hurm
Just how powerful is (he BGSU
men's chorus?
"I wcnl to a few concerts in high
school," BG junior chorus member
Chris Ross said. "I was jusl
mesmorized by the intense sound a
men's chorus can make. It just grips
you because it's so powerful."
The first BG men's chorus started
in 1923, then called The Men's Glee
Club, and toured as far as Niagra Falls
and Chicago. The effects of World
War II put an end to the Glee Club
and the voice was lost in Bowling
Green.

I/i November, the chorus will hold its annual Uot-Tv.bA-Thon. Members of the chorus will sit in the hot tub
on campus for 50 hours to raise money for their tours.

Olympics inspire athletes
By April Kreitzer
Did the Olympics make you want
to get active and in shape?
Well, for many people they did.
As a result of the Olympics,
children were interested in more
sports and adults were interested and
more motivated to get into shape,
according to many area health
facilities.
The Sidney-Shelby YMCA
program director, Mike Weber, said
they've noticed an increase in interest
and attendance, especially in children.
Weber says, 'There is in fact an
increase in interest because there is
more awareness of different sports
and children are able to watch the
different sports because of them being
on television."
At the Sidney-Shelby YMCA the
areas that have seen the highest
increases in attendance are
gymnastics and acrobatics.
The Sidney-Shelby YMCA is not
the only YMCA that experienced an
increase in enrollment. The Darke

How did the number grow to be
so large? Mathey, who stepped down
as men's chorus director last year,
was one of the main forces that
created "America's finest singing
machine."
"He's an amazing person," Ross
said. "One of the reasons I came to
this college was because of him. It's
heartbreaking to see him go. but we'll

County YMCA also felt the Olympic
effects.
Program director of the Darke
County YMCA, Heather Erikson,
says "There has been an increase in
enrollment because children watch it
on television and then they want to
be like the Olympians."
The Darke County YMCA has
seen an increase in attendance in
gymnastics, as well as their
swimming and weight lifting classes
too.

US baseball gold medalist
Ryan Franklin autographs
balls for fans in his home
town in Oklahoma

be fine."
The new director is Dr. Graeme
Cowen, a visiting assistant professor
in the Collge of Musical Arts. Cowen
said that he plans to keep the same
traditions that have made the chorus
so enjoyable.
"A lot of tradition will keep
going," Cowen said. "A change in
director brings a change in style. But
I plan to keep the traditions."
Another faculty advisor that Ross
said has done a good job in keeping,
the traditions of the chorus is tenor
chours member Shaun Mooreman.
The chorus is staying busy. In
upcoming weeks they will hold their
annual Hot-Tub-A-Thon and they are
also preparing for a Christmas
concert. The chorus also has a tour
planned for the end of November.
And, as past tradition, the chours will
have aconccrt in Florida in the spring.

December creeps closer for
graduating seniors
By Ryan Osborne
December is usually a time for
celebration of the holidays for most
students, however, for some seniors
it will he time to celebrate their
graduation.
Graduation is the culmination of
what a student works for their entire
college career. Most students already
have at least job offers if not solid
positions in the work force or perhaps
plans for graduate school when their
time rolls around.
"I am looking forward to moving
to Florida where the weather is a little
nicer than Bowling Green, but I am
still a bit nervous about starting law
school" said senior Stephanie Brewer.
"I plan on applying to law schools
and hopefully will be able to go
somewhere in Maryland but am a
little undecided about it" said senior
Tim Walton.
Being nervous about starting a

new phase in life seems to be a
common thing among upcoming
graduates. However, there a still
some aspect? of life at BGSU that will
be missed.
"I am going to miss being Greek
and all the crazy Kappa's along with
Emerging Leaders, Dance Marathon,
being a Rho Chi, and being named
Beta sweetheart" said Brewer.
"I am going to miss Big Beer
Wednesday at Mark's" said senior Jon
Rozycki. "But seriously, I am going
to miss being here with my brothers
and having my friends constantly
around me."
As much as students are going to
miss about Bowling Green, there are
still some things that they will not
have a hard time leaving behind.
"I am not going to miss Parking
and Traffic, that's for sure" said
Brewer.

STORE HOURS:
SUNDAY - WEDNESDAY
11 AM-1:30 AM
THURSDAY - SATURDAY

353-PAPA

11AM-3AM

LARGE 1 TOPPING
+
1 ORDERTGHEESE-

2 LARGE CHEESE
■heese only)

+
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$10.00
NOT VALID WITH
ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES NOV. 30, 2000

mm

826 MAIN
STREET
BOWLING
GREEN
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$6.99

$13.99

NOT VALID WITH
ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES NOV. 30, 2000

NOT VALID WITH
ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES NOV30, 2000

